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Preface

In the inaugural issue ofA Near Miss, the University of

South Carolina Spartanburg proudly presents the creative work of

artists and writers from high schools across the upstate. The title

of the magazine was chosen by students in Nancy Corbin's studio

art class at Spartanburg Day School. The title reflects the kinship

of v4 Near Miss to sister publication Maggies Drawers, which

means "a missed target." It also captures the mingled joy and

frustration of all who endeavor to make art: no matter how fine

the finished product, the artist seldom is certain that the poem,

the story, the painting, the sculpture, or the performance has

completely expressed his or her original inner vision. As Daniella

Brown Kirk writes in her poem "Perfection,"

This is nothing near

What it should be like.

One more brush.

Or smudge,

Or stroke

And it will be

Very close....

To those of us who read and view the fine writing and

visual art presented in these pages, the work seems more than

close; we are more inclined to supply adjectives such as intriguing,

inspiring, startling, amusing, and amazing. Each piece included

underwent rigorous editorial scrutiny and was chosen from

among thousands of submissions. Congratulations are due to each

student whose talent and hard work is showcased in this edition.

Congratulations are also due to the teachers who instruct,

motivate and inspire their talented students. We thank them for

their dedication and enthusiasm.

Marilyn Knight

Editor
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Until Dusk

She washes her ebony face in ivory soap at dawn and dusk,

and dreams of a fantast are realized.

The milky, mellifluous lather becomes might in her feeble, swarthy hands.

As she scours her face from sooty to chaste,

she gazes into the mirror and sees a mystical girl before her.

In this new tondo, she is comely for she is pure.

Her face is brisk, as though she is an angel,

not dark like old shoe leather.

Her mind composes images of herself with straight, streaming hair

and eyes as azure as the Pacific, not murky like the Nile.

Her hair is golden—like butter biscuits on Sunday,

not kinky or inky like tar.

But then, the cuckoo chirps seven times

and the school bell chimes at eight.

She splashes water from the basin into her hands,

relinquishing her power to the drain;

abdicating her throne until dusk.

She hurls the venom onto her face

and returns to her sable place in the world.

With each patch of gloom on her face,

her stormy sky falls, and she becomes black again.

She casts the aqueous poison onto her face,

and she becomes nothing yet again,

until dusk.

Ashley Brown

Spartanburg High School

Bill Pell
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Swing

Amy Coleman

Broome High School

Louis Story
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X'annonciation": A Painting by Joos van Cleve

The tiny glass beads

that stud the round portrait

hung over the pillow

Shuddered briefly

As the angel entered:

( Through the door, no less )

Mary noticed

From her place on the floor

Kneeling before a tattered book

With illustrations

That his wings were tipped in red

And crooked-bent

And his stomach was rounded

( Hers was heavy, too )

And his cloak!

Vainly

bejeweled and embroidered

In his hand was a scepter of

Dark gold

( It matched the cabinet and the chandelier and the chair,

abandoned in a corner )

He displayed a good deal of ankle as well

Her eyes moved to the tiled ground

He lifted his scepter and broke open her window
The town was starkly visible now
Houses piled.

Stacked against/above

Each other

The clouds so far,

( too far

)

Above the tops of heads in the street
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He must have known

That Mary's real window was a picture

In a cabinet

That was always open

Where the clouds were low enough to brush the

donkey's ears

And blow over the carpenters' browned faces

And he asked her why there was a sun-faced bronze

plate,

and a lit candle,

Sitting on her wide door frame

When the day was so bright

His pink-hued fingers curled into a mocking

reprimand

( His nails were periwrinkles in the three lights )

The un-paned window blew his cloak into

Loose folds and wrinkles

He asked her why her shawl so resembled

a shroud

When the day was so bright

He asked her why she preferred

A painted window

( At this, her sun-desperate hands began to clench

In her lap )

Someone had painted a dove on the wall

( another round stomached-body in the small room )

It's wings stumpy, but white

From another room, a cabinet emerged

Prematurely

Leah Coakley

D. W. Daniel High School

Nancy Swanson
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A Glimpse of Darkness

Megan Powell

Chesnee High School

Janis Browning
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1935

I was lying in bed

on my back,

thinking too hard.

I was naked as always; yes,

even in January when the breeze slides

up to the attic, and rattles my closet door.

I watched the wasp bouncing

against the wall above my head,

humming like background nightmare music,

its amber body suspended like a puppet's.

The wasp had always been there.

I'd grown accustomed to their presence, and only

really noticed them when they crossed paths

with my halogen lamp, filling

the room with a badly burnt popcorn smell,

reminding me never to forget the Holocaust.

Again, thinking too hard—

about myself walking the streets

of Chicago 1935 calling people "cats" and loving it;

about Dr. King and all the kids who celebrate him

for making a day of school go away;

about the sand or minerals or whatever I

was feeling as I rolled naked amongst the sheets;

about my newly unearthed ability to speak in tongues

and scat like Armstrong himself

when no one was watching.

I was glad no one was watching.

I reached over and clicked off my lamp.

As the burnt popcorn stopped burning, I laid down my head,

buried in hair and poetry and integration and 1935.

It was 1:39 AM when I felt the stinger.
Matthew Fleming

Fine Arts Center

Claire Bateamn
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From the Wire Rack

The Starszys two-thirds of Americans

led past hves as aliens ~

dwarfish, green men with spindly,

undulating arms and horrific, glittering

onyx eyes set in bulbous skulls.

For years, they navigated

the star-systems of far-off galaxies

in streamlined saucers, blinking and gyrating through oblivion.

The Enquirer says Elvis lives;

"the King" sunbathes in the nude,

completely comfortable and

content, on the diamond-white

sands of the windy Tiajuana

shore. And, sometimes, very

late at night, he visits the crowded

prisons, Bible in hand, and he

preaches the gospel

to unshaven inmates.

The Weekly World News says a

wizened old man sees

apparitions of the Virgin Mary

each morning in his crusty,

singed bits of wheat toast;

people line up before

his Tucson home to catch a glimpse of

the wrinkled prophet delivering divinity

from his chrome toaster shrine.

The Sun says Libras are compatible

only with alcoholic Leos

in the month of May, and only

when the hazy harvest moon

drifts into the Seventh House.

But, as always, Scorpios can

only find true love down by

8 A Near Miss



the nacho cart during

intermissions at Sting concerts.

But what do we say, those of us so

unconsciously content to browse

the rows of glossy magazines

in the express lane,

patiently waiting for the grocer

to ring up our melba toast and Tropicana orange juice, which,

according to the Tribune,

prevents cancer.

Dave Brothers

Fine Arts Center

Claire Bateman
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I See Tomorrow and It s Not There

Brian Burrell

Chesnee High School

Janis Browning
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Heavy

The night is thick and close-

As if I could...

Stick my fingers into its black milk

And stir in slow circles,

Taking the stars for a ride on rippling folds of velvet.

Then press thumb and finger

And pull it through the window crack down on me,

To glide in hushed sweep

And leave a heavy kiss on my eyelids.

At last—

You've come for me,

With a wild smile

( Like a hurricane's picket fence )

To cover me like soap,

Careless so my eyes burn.

But it feels so good to be

Washed dirty-

In you.

I know it's true.

I read it—

( Once upon a time...)

Reality shook a jagged finger at us—

Stacked like spoons.

Warm in our dark drawer.

I timed my breath with yours

And swam in your quiet smell

Until I thought my lungs would burst.

Then, braided arms to feel your sleeping pulse

Through me.

Emily Smith

WoodruffHigh School

Jane Kennedy
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Connoisseur

If I could pull the countries

from the water, I would spread them

on a plate seasoned with the

salt of gulfs and oceans,

and carve them out

with a sharp meat knife-

first Egypt, heat steaming, rising from the sand

that grinds, peels away my enamel,

making me swallow over and over again to

force down each valley and desert expansion.

Sharpest hunger satisfied after gobbling some of Africa,

I'd begin to play with my food, using the side of my fork

to split open eucalyptus-leaking Australia;

chopping Greenland small enough

to hold in my mouth

like minty ice to freeze my tongue;

rearranging them all

to make the Canadians sweat and

Panamanian children fade from

sun deprivation.

Kelly Wright

Fine Arts Center

Claire Bateman
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Fairy

Lizzie Switzer

Spartanburg Day School

Nancy Corbin
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Sailing East

Amid a garnet sea of beer bottles,

I find you in the darkness of the den.

The Hght from a lamp casts rays upon

your stubbly face from left to right,

as if you are a perverse Vermeer.

Riding your great green yare vessel, a

frayed vinyl recliner—with gaudy

afghans made by Mom acting as

the crocheted sails of your ship—

you sail your life away.

You pull up the anchor and depart

from our dock more often than you

used to. Your crew of longneck Dundee's

imports cheers "Ships ahoy!" as their caps

are ripped off The aroma of your

fermented ocean mist sprays the ruddy

sagging bags of broken capillaries that

are now your cheeks, as you splash

over waves of foam. Your heartbeat

hastens, as you prepare to drink from

your mild, malted sea. You gave

up glasses and mugs long ago.

What a damn fine helmsman you are,

sir, logging your drunken nautical success

with dunes of bottle caps and stacks of

sticky labels. There's no telling how many

miles your liver has logged.

You flee until you have reached your destination,

where the longitude and latitude are supreme.

Your compass, that part of your brain that drives

you, has yet to leave you adrift. You're a modern-

day Columbus: escaping the Old World, to only

discovering the wrong new ones.
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However, you' ve carried your verminous cargo

and distressed baggage with you. Someday, your crew

will betray you in the midst of a raging white squall.

You'll have no oars, no lifeboat, no flares to save you.

You'll long for the maternal rays of a lighthouse,

but there will only be the wicked night.

Columbus, you will die in your jaded craft

amid that sea of hops, without the gallantry

of a hero, but with the tears of a lush.

You travelled the seven sinful seas,

and you will die in Gluttony.

Ashley Brown

Spartanburg High School

Bill Pell
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On The Rocks

Emory Cash

Spartanburg Day School

John Dennis
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Triangl(

It's been dark for a few hours, and our little red car lunges to 70

mph in the middle of the highway. We creep up on a massive white Buick—

the kind that old retired couples from Miami drive—with its back sagging

abnormally, like the bumper could brush the ground and throw little

sparks. Dead bodies, I think. I look to my left casually when our tires line

up, just to see if the driver's face matches the back of his head, which is all I

can see right now, hovering above the top of his seat. He's balding, and his

neck is divided into three firm sections, each stacked on the other; not

shiny like most bald men, but dry and almost red like the skin on a baked

ham. His face should be spiral then. I never find out, though, because on

my way, my eyes stop for the streaky brown stains on the window—like

someone threw chunks of meat at his car and then let it slide off I start to

tell Robin, but don't. Because that would be weird.

It's quiet. Not because we don't have anything to say, but because

no one wants to listen to anyone else. And that would be a requirement of

speech. Occasionally, Allen and I read billboards aloud, with him starting,

and me finishing, then he laughs and I smile. I could laugh, too, but my
face hurts when I fake it. I lean forward to find the moon through the

windshield, and there it is, floating in the freckled black with a transparent

reflection of my hands folded in the middle and a small group of red dots

among the white specks of stars. There's a green spot, too, so Allen must

need gas.

We go to Wal-Mart. Robin leads us across the parking lot, Allen

following slightly to his right, and I position myself so that we make a

triangle. Isosceles. I feel like we should be in a movie, all with our hands in

our coat pockets, walking in exaggerated strides. Like the cover of a Beatles

album. An old man greets us at the door dressed in his blue vest and

commercial smile. " Always" just like television says, but something in his

eyes says that his back hurts and that, ifwhen he gets home, his wife is still

dead, then he's going to take an entire bottle of pills. Somehow I know this

is true, but I smile back like I don't know. Allen wants to buy a nice lighter,

even though he doesn't really smoke—just the occasional Lucky Strike

because he read about them in a short story and got curious. He moves

ahead of us to get to the glass display cases that are warm around the edges

if you put your hands there. Robin sees a rack of watches, so he pulls me

with him, quietly and by the arm. Allen doesn't see us. We start by bending

a
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little, putting our weight on the tops of our thighs with our hands, but

then I realize he's going to be awhile—keeps pointing to watches and

saying, " Oh, look at this one!" We sit.

I stretch my neck to the end of the rack so that I can see Allen

standing at the display case. He's all there, but I only look at his feet.

They're gray in his new shoes, and 1 think how it's a nice look for him.

Very California. He's let his hair grow too. I turn back to Robin who has

three watches in the floor in front of him. His blue eyes ask me what I

think, and I pick up a thick metal one that could almost be a Rolex ( if it

didn't cost eight dollars ) because it reminds me of a guy 1 liked to stare at

in math last year.

" Really? That one? Yeah, I guess it's nice, but this one looks so-

so—cool."

1 stretch again, but this time, I see fat ankles stuffed into black

high heels and stockings that are wrinkled around the bottom. Allen is

gone, and 1 know he doesn't know where we are. Robin is still talking,

holding a watch in each hand. One beeps because it thinks that it's 3:00.

We know the song on the radio, so we sing loudly, me taking the low part

and him taking the high part. Two employees are hanging big sweaters on a

rack, and they look at us like we're bad art—the modern kind that's just

paint thrown on white canvas. They don't understand, and maybe they

even hate us because we're happy and they're hanging clones of the same

clothing on cold metal bars.

He's still trying to decide, but 1 know he'll pick the one I like. I

watch him think. He has what's called A Kind Face, and I enjoy looking at

him the way I enjoy looking at children. There are so many watches that

it's ridiculous. Blue faces. Gray faces. Cartoon characters. Metal. Plastic.

I'm looking at a bright pink plastic one that 1 would buy if 1 didn't already

have a perfectly good watch. Robin puts the other two back on the rack

and looks at me, but I keep staring down at the watch in my lap. I wonder

if he ever imagines me naked, but then I'm immediately embarrassed and

wonder why I think such things.

" Let's go," I say, and he stands up with the watch I chose in his

right hand.

The three of us are separated, but I'm not surprised. We're an

impossible trinity, and I always end up with just one of them. We go to all

the Allen Places to look for him: book shelves with a man in construction

clothes leafing through a romance novel, bike racks with the dense smell of

rubber—the scent that smells like the hospital would taste ifyou could eat
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it. He's not anywhere we look, so we start walking down random aisles,

faking British accents for those who are eavesdropping. He looks at junk

food—little cakes in boxes of ten—while I smell shower gel in fish-shaped

plastic bottles. The pear kind is unbelievable, and I feel like I have to have

it to survive. The marketers have won.

I yell to Robin that he has to come smell them, but when I look

up, Allen is standing beside me, blue plastic bag in hand. He's already

checked out. Robin is behind him with a box of chocolate cakes. We tell

Allen that we've been looking for him, but he seems indifferent as he starts

to walk away, the tacit understanding being that we should follow him.

Robin buys his cakes and his watch while Allen and I wait by the door. The

old man greeter is gone. I apologize for getting separated like it's my fault,

but he dismisses me and says he had fun talking to a wrinkled man with a

cane for 45 minutes. I smile because it seems natural.

We're more reserved on our way back to the car, not as a triangle,

but a broken line. Robin wants to drive, so he gets in and puts his bag on

the dashboard while Allen and I wait for him to lean across the seat and

unlock our door. Allen steps deliberately close to me as he reaches for the

door handle, looking down at me with marble eyes. I look back, refussing

to move for a moment, and I wonder if he knows what I'm thinking—he

always seems so sure. I take a small step to my right and let him in because

he always sits in the back when the three of us are together. I think I'd like

to take a shower with him.

The quiet on the way to my house is awkward because it's not

deliberate. We listen to Friday Night 80's without really listening, and I

cross my legs so that I can put my hand on my right foot. I rub my fingers

over the skin between the slits in my shoes because I don't have on socks,

and it forms tiny leather crumbs. But now I feel a little dirty, and I'm sure

that my hand stinks. Allen's jacket scratches against itself as he shifts his

weight in the backseat. I feel his hand on the sleeve of my shirt, and it's safe

because it's too dark to see.

The silence follows us inside and I feel responsible because it's my
house. I feel the need to fix.

Robin wants to play a game, and I'm prepared to humor him, but

Allen gets a drink and then sets his cup down on the counter saying that

he's ready to leave. I want them to stay, and Robin sighs impatiently.

" OK, Allen, what do you want to do?"

" Whatever you want to do is fine. I really don't care."

" No, I'm asking you because I really want to know. Don't say
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you'll do whatever I want because I know you really don't want to. Do you

want to leave?"

I know them, this is how they communicate. I wait helplessly and

watch the obscene displays of politeness continue. They stare at each other,

and then Allen looks at me. I fight the bizarre urge to walk across the

kitchen and lay my head on his chest, but somehow that seems like it would

make me feel better.

" Well, I know that whatever I want to do will be different from

what tou and Emily want to do, and I don't want to be the reason why

y'all don't have fun. You two always do your own thing. Why do you think I

didn't try to find you at Wal-Mart?"

There. It's said.

" So you deliberately didn't try to find us? Wliy?"

" Because I knew y'all were probably having more fun without

me."
" That's not true," I break in. " You just think that."

And it's not. Not completely, anyway. Somehow we know this

conversation is over, and Robin walks out of the room. I hear his shoes on

the stairs and then turn to follow him. I don't feel safe standing here with

Allen, knowing he's looking at me under the harsh flourescent lights of the

kitchen. Robin pulls Clue from under my bed, and there's nothing to do

but play. I win in five minutes. Ms. Scarlet with the candlestick in the

billiard room. I always wondered why a pool stick wasn't a weapon, then.

It's much easier to use than that twisted lead pipe. We clean up, and

there's a desperate feeling of what next.

" Wliy is it so hard for three of us to get together?" I know why,

but I just want to see if they do too. Or if they'll admit it. Allen gives an

answer, and I respond. It doesn't matter what we're saying, because we

both know it's just an abstract way of stating what can be said in one

word. Or two. Classic jealousy. I ask myselfwhy the creators of Clue didn't

make motive one of the categories. It would be more realistic. Jealousy

would make a good one.

" What do you think, Robin" He's been looking around my room

while we're talking. There's a brief pause, and he looks directly at Alien.

"
I think we need to leave because I have to get up early and go to

work tomorrow."

The end. He's made it very evident that he doesn't want to talk

about this. His life can fit into a shoebox, and he wants to keep it that way.

All in his head. Allen is mad, but he doesn't object, just stands quickly to
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say that he gives up. I'm still sitting in the floor, wrapped up in my flioral

comforter that I pulled off my bed. They offer weak good-byes, and I

watch them open the door and step through it. I hear feet on the stairs, but

it's only one pair. The door opens a little more, and a hand pushes through,

low enough for mine to reach it easily. My hand fits perfectly in his palm,

and he closes around it and lingers for a moment, letting understanding

pass through this dangerous offering of skin. I exhale with my eyes closed. I

don't worry about looking stupid, sitting in the floor, cloaked in big

magenta flowers, because I know he won't peek his head around the door. I

can see him, though. California shoes. Long hair over green eyes. I want to

follow his arm until it meets his chest, but I don't move and just let his

hand slip away from mine. Time is suspicion, and I wait until I hear his

feet on the stairs too, a safe 20 seconds behind the others. I remember that

I never washed my hand after touching my feet in the car, and I smile

because it feels safe having shared a part of myself

Emily Smith

WoodruffHigh School

Jane Kennedy
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Ashley Shelton

Broome High School

Louis Story
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Marty Forman s Search for Purpose

So one day Lisa says to me, " you need to get out more. Go to a

club or a bookstore." So I say, " okay." So that Friday night I go to the

Scratching Post, and Lisa's waiting when I get home that morning. "
I

didn't mean in drag," she says.

" Oh," I say " Why not?"

But then that got boring, because no one ever caught on. So after

about a month or so, I stop going. So once again, I have nothing to do

except change the cat's htter box and eat ( two seperate events ). Then Lisa

says I can't have any more food unless I find something to do with myself (

because, you see, Lisa has an actual job ). She doesn't think aimless wander-

ing counts as " something." So I break out my beanie with the propeller

and I start going to this park near the apartment. I sit in a swing with a

lollipop, and little children ( in strange and infrequent moments of pity )

ask me to play. You'd be surprised how vicious sandbox wars can get. I

think I make some of the mothers nrevous, and when Lisa finds out, she

says impersonating small children doesn't count either.

Which is how I end up being a security guard at the baseball

stadium. I ahve a black t-shirt that says STAFF in a rather imposing font

on the back, and some neat black wraparound shades ( which Lisa will later

tell me she found in a trashcan at work ). I stand around and give direc-

tions like " go all the way down that way, turn right, and take the first door

on your left," or " take a left, go down the corridor, take a right, and there

you are." After which point I move to another spot on the premises. I

exchange meaningful nods and raised eyebrow-watch-that-one type glances

with other ( actual ) security guards. I get to frisk a couple of people. I

enjoy the small flexing of power over footballer-type guys who could

normally beat the shit out of me. This persists for about two months until a

senior security guy notices me.
" Hey!" he says, frowning slightly, " Do you work here?"

But by this point I'm already running away.

One day I see an ad for the State Fair in the paper, so I decide to

be a carny. I can glare menacingly, sport a decent two-day stubble, and in

general just look digusting with the best of them. Unfortunely I don't eat

enough cabbage for those people, and am unable to heft any large or heavy

machinery, so they catch on right away. Once again I'm a 30-year-old boy

with a nearsighted squint, who knows all the words to " Tainted Love, " and
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I have nothing to do except watch the cat sleep. So Lisa cuts my food

supply off again.

So I take myself to the library ( the small suburban branch ), and request

odd material from the reference desk. The tiny Italian lady who reminds

me ofmy grandmother isn't there, and I ahve no problem embarrassing the

snotty uptowner with the horn rims behind the desk with rquest for things

about Arthur Rimbaud's sexual habits or medieval remedies for diarrhea. I

hide in the stacks upstairs and reread every Arthur C. Clarke novel I can

find. I come to the conclusion that quoting Hal to policemen is not

necessarily the most intelligent action, in a Darwinistic sense. I also come

to the conclusion that I am not genetically selected to survive in the prison

environment. I can't find snotty uptowner, and no one's at the desk. I still

don't have any information about Artie's sex life, and the wild-eyed guy in

the fatigue cut-offs is starting to make me nervous. I can't remember if I

saw him at the stadium or not. So I content myself with the logic that

crazy militiamen don't like ball games, and subsequently steal the library's

only edition of Lord of the Rings and La Philosopie dans le Boudoir upon

leaving.

I consider being a doorman at the Plaza Hotel, but it's too cold,

and I don't feel that courteous on a frequent enough basis for it to be a

viable alternative. So for a while I stand on the corner at ^th and 35th and

compose haikus for Lisa.

so I'm standing here

writing haiku for you, dear

but you don't like them

maybe I'm crazy

standing here on the corner

maybe you're strange
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I love you, baby

you don't leave hair in the drain

hov^ perfect is that?

eyes like antifreeze

green, green, green as emeralds

grass cannot compare

That's all I can come up with, though, and this old lady in pearls

and torn army-surplus pants is giving me a nasty look, so I move on,

whistling the Disney Robin Hood theme. That night sitting on the living

room floor, I watch Lisa dance in her bathrobe, and come to two conclu-

sions:

1

.

Aesthetically, I like the inside of my Chuck Taylor hightops

more than the outside.

2. I forget. Anyway.

So it's midmorning and I'm strolling along 9th Avenue, and there's

this strip joint witha " help wanted " sign on the marquee. So I catch the

bartender off-guard with a frisky little pole dance to " Bang a Gong." The

bouncer applauds, so I go into " Blister in the Sun ." Some of the strippers

dance near a table, and one of them catches the Cure t-shirt I fling into the

air. Betty is disappointed when I don't take my boxers off Picking through

the cds, I find basically a sad '90's pop collection, and I try spicing it up

with a little Humperdinck. Between sets I hang out in the dressing room,

and discuss moves with Ilsa and Tandy. Over the course of the week, I learn

that Eileen is a closet Echo & the Bunnymen fan, so I give her my old

records. Later I ask Lisa exactly how one would perpetrate a centifugal

double pretzel, and practice in the kitchen as she watches. Friday morning,

in the middle of" Rock the Casbah," I get dizzy and fall off the stage.

Telling them I think the epilepsy is coming back, I flee and hide in the

coffee shop two blocks over.

The next Thursday, I walk with Lisa as far as the pharmacy, and

then I wander over to the University. I make myself comfortable in a plush

chair in the next-to-last row in the 10 a.m. Theoretical Physics 401 class.

My shirt says " What part of ( the Napier-Stokes equation ) do you not

understand?" The girl next to me, with the Johnny Rotten, does not think
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it is quite so snappy, and peers at me suspiciously. I break out my stolen

copy of Stephen Hawking's BriefHistory ofTime, set it on my notepad, and

angle my ink pen along the margin. I show up every morning precisely

twelve-and-a-half minutes early. I rustle papers at appropriate times. I look

perplexed, but not too much so, and nod slowly in agreement every seven

minutes. Reading some of the admissions propaganda in the atrium, I

conclude that I am unique, intense, dedicated, passionate, studious, off-

beat, and searching for new and exciting ways to expand my intellectual

horizons. When the boy in front ofme asks if I think that Korokovsky's

third synthesis was truly ground-breaking or simply a regurgitated rip-off

of Schwarzschild's variations on Newton's fifth law, I pretend the Cone of

Silence has descended. Lisa wants to know ifwe should use the Special

Theory of Relativity a la the Pillow Book, or just get matching tattoos of pi

on our shoulders.

Heather O'Connell

Fine Arts Center

Claire Bateman
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Snow and Shadows
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Grace Poser

Spartanburg Day School

John Dennis
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On the 5:05 from North Street Station

My name is Dan, Dan Childs. On Mondays, Wednesdays, and

Fridays I leave work at 5:00, and catch the 5:05 train from North Street

Station to see Linda. I've been seeing Linda on Mondays, Wednesdays, and

Fridays for about a year now, and she beheves we are in love. On tuesdays

and Thursdays I leave work at 8:30, and I ride the 8:40 train from North

Street Station home. On Mondays, Wenesdays, and Fridays I take the 8:20

train home from Crescent Circle, the station closest to Linda's apartment,

and I get home at about the same time every day.

Today is Wednesday. I have been riding the 5:05 from North

Street Station every Monday, Wednesday, and Friday for a yaer. I have

come to know this train very well. It is the same train every day. Its number

is 3015. the left headlight is cracked, but it still works. The outside of the

train has dark blue accent stripes, and the seats are a dull harvest gold

orange. The first car, which smells faintly of body odor, ironically has an

advertisement for " Kraft Macaroni and Cheese " on the outside. The

second car, whose air-conditioning doesn't work and which smells even

more of body odor, ironically has an advertisement for " Lysol " on the

outside. The third car, which has working air and really doesn't smell of

anything, used to have an advertisement for " snickers " on the outside, but

this was recently replaced by someone who thought we would be interested

to know that Jimmy Ryban ate dog Excrement. Even with this, I ride in the

third car.

You would expect a 5:00 train to be crowded, but this one never

is. There are only three passengers who always accompany me - two men

and one woman. These three are always on the train when I get on, and I

always get off before they do. They may be permanent fixtures, but they do

change clothes, so I guess they sometimes get off The first man always sits

in the very first seat at the door. He is a portly business-t}^pe. He wears

black socks, his shoes look like they've never been walked in, and he combs

his hair over to cover his bald spot. I've named him Bob, and I don't

particularly like him.

The second man, who sits and stares longingly out the window at

nothing, is a slender business-type. He always wears earth-colored three-

piece suits with bow ties. His socks always have patterns on them, they

don't always match what he's wearing, and they don't always match each

other. He has a very hairy nose, round spectacles, and a bald spot that he
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doesn't try to cover up. His shoes are scuffed and worn. I've named him

Sherman. I like him.

The woman always sits at the back of the train, and she always

reads a novel. She is the most beautiful woman I've ever seen. She has

black, shoulder-length hair that she usually wears straight, but sometimes

she pulls it back. She doesn't wear alot of makeup because she doesn't need

it. She has high cheekbones and a slender nose. Her lips are full and her

eyes are the color of the sky before a thunderstorm. We've been trading

glances across the train car for a year, and I'm determined to find out her

name today. I'm in love with her.

Today her hair is pulled back and held by a simple gold clasp, and

she's wearing a modest blue dress that makes her more attractive. She's

reading the latest Grisham novel. Instead of sitting in my usual seat

somewhere between Bob and Sherman facing her, I sit down in front of her

with my back to her. This must throw Bob for a loop because he actually

looks up from the " Journal " to see what was going on. Sherman doesn't

seem to notice. About halfway to Crescent Circle I work up enough

courage to say something, and it is
" Hello, my name is Dan." She says that

she's been wondering if I was going to say something to her for the past six

months, and that her name is Jill Thomas. I am now sure that I am in love

with Jill Thomas.

"We spend the rest of the trip trading life stories. I leave out the

fact that I'm on the way to see my girlfriend, and I totally miss Crescent

Circle. Jill's stop is the next one. She invites me to dinner, and I graciously

accept. She tells me that she too had wanted to talk to me all this time. The

evening was wonderful, and we make plans to meet on Friday.

I missed my regular train, and I just barely made it to the 9:00. I

won't get home until 9:30. As I ride and relive my evening with Jil, I think

of Linda. I hope she's not mad that I didn't make it, but I'll just tell her,
"

Things come up at home, you know." I also think ofmy wife, but I'll just

tell her, " Things come up at the office, you know."

David A. Wright

Blacksburg High School

Pamela M. Hughes
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John Doe

" Jesus, Miles, it's almost two in the morning. Don't you have

some place to go for the night?"

Miles Gossett looked up for a moment, grinned, and then pointed

resolutely towards his empty shot glass.

" Shouldn't you be more hospitable to your customers?" he

countered, only half kidding.

The aging barkeeper laughed and poured his best customer

another glass of the strongest whisky Dooley's Pub had to offer. The pub

was located on Hamilton Street, but the city was all but vacant tonight,

and for the most part, so was Dooley's bar. But tonight Thomas had

extended his business hours. Somehow he knew that Miles had nowhere to

go, and even if he did there was no one waiting for him there. And after all,

it was the season of goodwill and brotherhood. But Gossett's next comment

was destined to catch his nocturnal companion off guard. It shot through

the stale night air like a bullet and exploded in Thomas Dooley's ear.

" Rachel called yesterday."

Dooley's face was incredulous, yet hopeful.

" Well, what did she say?" he asked anxiously.

Miles ran five nrevous digits through his thinning gray hair and

began to harbor some doubts regarding this new and awkward discourse.

He threw back his shot glass and finished his last drink of the night.

Trouble, however was not bound to one man on this seasonably

bleak evening. Doc Ellison was a single father, struggling to get by this

particularly grim December, He'd had a part time job at the local flourmill,

but business had been lagging and he was the first of several employees to

get the sack. His two young daughters, however, had not been made aware

of the gravity of their situation. Doc simply hadn't the heart to tell them.

And even as they slept, their father was across town desperately seeking the

courage to resolve the most dire of conflicts.

It had been nearly four hours since Doc had first arrived at

Dooley's Pub and for the tenure of his stay a reserved and calmly intoxi-

cated figure had been seated at the bar, ignorantly victimizing himself

Now Doc would much sooner sacrifice his integrity than he would his

daughter's Christmas. And so he waited
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Meanwhile, just a few miles west, traffic was unusually sparse that

night, as James Abernathy made his way towards the city's fragile innards.

He'd been driving all day now and was exhausted. His mother wasn't

expecting him until tomorrow but he was practically there by now and had

decided to stick it out. In the distance he could see a road sign and as he

approached it, he began to read it aloud.

" Providence. Next exit," he whispered.

Rachel Abernathy, an elderly widow, approaching her mid 60's

had plenty of worms crawling through her brain that night. Her mind had

wandered into the past, and had been stranded at the foot of the mountain

named Miles Gossett. She and Miles hadn't spoken for nearly thirty years

until yesterday.

" My God," she thought, " what will I tell James? It's been so

long... and he. ..oh, he probably won't even show."

Rachel felt like a fool as she made her way towards the bathroom.
" He has his own life now. We each went our separate ways so long

ago. What right do I have..?" she paused as a tear ran down her cheek.

" Rachel, you damn fool!" she screamed at her fervent reflection,
"

This isn't for you!"

Miles winced. Not because of the whiskey though, it was, rather,

Thomas Dooley's unsettling question, which had triggered the disdainful

grimace.

" Miles, now you just listen to me for one minute. I know you

about as well as any one man can claim to but..well... I consider you a

friend., and .. Awww Hell Miles! I ain't even aware that you've ever revealed

so much as your first name to anyone but myself, and from what I've heard

you say about this Rachel she musta' had a pretty good reason to call you

up after thirty damn years."

Miles sat upright for a moment, leaned forward and conjured his

wallet.

"You leaving?" Dooley asked, assuming he meant to pay his tab.

" No."

After a few seconds of searching. Miles produced a small photo-

graph. It was a picture of himself and Rachel thirty five years ago.

" Always kept a picture," said Miles proudly.

He paused to check his watch.

"
It's ... getting late. I need to use the ..." Miles trailed off but

Dooley understood.
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As he opened the door to the seedy restroom, Miles was confronted by

the acrid stench of booze, and week old cigarettes soaked in urine. He was

however, well acquainted with the smell and nonchalantly went about his

business.

" The timeU said do you have the time?" Doc Ellison's face grew

ominously pale as he strained his raspy voice.

"About two thirty," the bartender replied, pleased to be of service.

Doc Ellison stood up and strode hastily in the direction of the

Dooley's Pub restrooms. If his eyes had been keener he might have noticed

a small cockroach crawling through a rift in the floorboards. It had ven-

tured inside the bar, seeking asylum from the frigid December night. Its

movements were intermittent, and its antennae wavered curiously, as if it

wasn't quite certain about its newly adopted environment. After meticulous

appraisal, this anxiety was overcome, but as it scurried across the barroom

floor, fate intervened in the form of Doc Ellison's boot sole. Doc walked on

by though, and either didn't see or wasn't concerned with the insect's

fleeting mortality. His mind was still fighting his heart, and he was ab-

sorbed in self-remorse.

" Doc," he whispered, " you've never asked for more than your fair

share in life, and as far as I can tell you ain't never gotten it. Now some-

times, you just gotta take matters into your own hands. Anyways, if there is

a God up there, he ain't gonna give me an inch."

This debate wore on tirelessly until God, or perhaps someone else,

did give Doc Ellison an inch. Maybe even more than that.

" Excuse me,: the shadowy figure exclaimed as he collided with

Ellison.

Doc looked up and the world stalled on its axis. Doc took notice

of his prey's oblivious disposition and seized the opportunity. His hands

were trembling as they reached for and protracted the drunkard's wallet. He

was immediately struck by the colossal weight of his newest destination. He

entered the restroom without even paying attention to the horrendous

odor. He couldn't have planned the theft more perfectly, and in fact, he

hadn't. Ellison quickly regained his composure, botded his enthusiasm and

headed for the exit, not once glancing backwards.

It had been three months since James Abernathy had last seen his

mother, and as could recall, she had been overtly apologetic, pandering to

his every request. James was thirty-one now and he could trace his mother's
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fickle behavior back as far as he could remember. She was institutionalized

after his father had died ten years ago, and the only explanation the doctors

could provide was that she suffered from manic depression. James couldn't

afford the treatment however and Rachel's stay at the Greenwich Sani-

tarium was short lived. Even as a child, James could rememeber Rachel

fending off depression, but it had never been this severe, and he had begun

to worry. She usually combated her depression by showering her son with

useless materialism, but what James truly yearned for was his mother and

father. Most of his time was spent alone while his parents paraded around

town.

As he turned onto Maple Street and dug even deeper into his

youthful recollections. James' father had been a tall, handsome man from a

wealthy family of Irish immigrants. James and his father, Adam Abernathy,

had never bonded as most fathers and sons do, and in fact, they rarely ever

spoke.

" Adam," he muttered, unable to even acknowledge the man as his

father.

James came to a stoplight and snapped his neck up promptly, his

eyes bore into the starry night sky. Into the blackness and the void. Into the

eyes of a father he never had. vVnd just as he looked down, a star shot

through the winter sky. It shined brilliantly, but was gone after a mere

second. And no man would ever see it.

Rachel stood in front of the mirror, transfixed by her mask of self-

wrought grief What afflicted her delicate soul was not a disease, it was her

conscience.

" You should have let him know since the beginning!" she sneered.

Arguments like this one were a nightly occurrence at the

Abernathy residence. They never arrived at any form of conclusion,

though, and often lasted well into the morning. Recently, she had been

sleeping even less than usual.

" Insomnia," the doctors had told her.

But she knew better. She had only gone to see them to pacify her

worried son's mind. No, insomnia was not the answer. What gnawed away

at her bleeding heart was someone from her past. Someone she had once

planned on spending her life with. A man whom she hadn't seen in nearly

three decades but still regarded highly. Not even Adam Abernathy could

claim this kind of pious adoration. It was a fondness reserved for mothers
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and fathers.

"And sons," she reminded herself.

But, as of this moment, she was the only part of the trinity to

know. Soon, things would change, though. She had called Miles yesterday

and was certain he would come.

" I'm heading out Tom."
" Well, be careful then Miles," the oldman earnestly responded.

Miles grinned and reached for his wallet, but his fingers clutched

only the barren denim of his tattered blue jeans. He searched his other

pockets, but nothing was produced. Miles retraced his steps and the answer

began to form inside his drunken mind.

" Son ofa bitchr he declared.

" What is it Miles?" Dooley asked in a truly confounded tone that

Gossett didn't hear as he stumbled out the door of his nocturnal haven.

Doc Ellison barreled down Hamilton Street, his adrenal glands

furiously pumping vitality into his impatient body, until he could run no

more. His apartment wasn't far now and he had a confident lead. He

reasoned that the drunk had probably discovered his loss by now, and, as if

to confirm his suspicions, he turned around to see Miles Gossett falling

over himself in pursuit. For a brief moment the two men connected, and

their eyes met with curiosity. Then, almost equally as quick, the thief came

to his senses and ran instictively, with his human sacrifice not far behind.

He would occasionally look over his shoulder to see the man's

progress, but he knew he was in no imminent danger of being caught. Still,

heran, and as he did, a picture fell from his pocket. It had been loosely

placed in Miles Gossett's wallet and Doc paid no attention as it fell to its

vile grave in the storm drain below.

James Abernathy turned onto Hamilton Street. His mother's

house was less than ten minutes away now and he breathed a sigh of relief

One thing had been on his mind all day. She had mentioned something

about an old friend coming for dinner, he remembered, someone he would

have a lot in common with. He hadn't thought much of the passing remark

at the time but it began to irk his mind with growing intensity.

"
I'll find out soon enough," he thought, " soon enough."
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Meanwhile, Rachel had returned to bed with her peace of mind.

She'd convinced herself, for better or worse, that Miles would arrive for

dinner.

" Not just dinner," she reminded herself," " but the first dinner.

O^^r first dinner."

She closed her eyes and began to dream of things that had once

caused her so much pain. But it was only a dream, and she would wake up

in the morning, same as before.

Miles' feet were heavy and his legs exhausted as he trudged

through the endless night. The culprit had gained a considerable lead, but

Miles was determined. His legs felt cumbersome and weren't used to this

level of physical exertion. He'd stumbled over rocks countless times, and

sweat poured from his dirty brow. Ahead, he saw Ellison cross the street

and round the corner with all the ease of a marathon runner. Miles veered

to the right and clumsily headed for the opposing sidewalk.

James abruptly turned his head to see a large German Shepherd

strolling down Hamilton. It looked like his dog Max, who had died just

weeks earlier. The dog's tongue was dragging on the ground and his drool

had formed a small river. His eyes were keen and his tail wagged slyly.

James was amazed at the resemblance his dog shared with the stray.

" Well, I'll have to tell..." James ended his statement prematurely

as he looked to the corner of his eye and noticed something running in

front of his car.

" Jesus!' he cried, and slammed on the brakes.

" So just for the sake of clarification, the man just jumped in front

of your car. He wasn't after nothing?" the officer asked.

" No sir. Nothing I could see," he replied.

" Well don't worry kid it's less welfare tax for you and me, right?"

the cop joked.

James raised his head, disgusted with the man and asked if he

could leave.

" Sure kid. We'll be in touch. Drive carefiilly though," the cop said

under his breath.

" So you were friends with the man Mr. Dooley?" the over relaxed

officer inquired.

" Yes sir. Good friends," he answered vacantly.

" And yet you can can't tell us anything about him other than his

first name?" the cop asked sarcastically.
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" Yes sir. Good friends," he answered vacantly.

" And yet you can can't tell us anything about him other than his

first name?" the cop asked sarcastically.

" He was a quiet man..alonely man," Thomas repHed.

" Yeah, yeah. Ain't we all mister? Based on the description you just

gave us he could be any one of my married friends. Alright, well, thanks for

the help. And call the station if you remember anything," the cop said with

his back already turned to Thomas Dooley.

" Wait! Wait!" the bartender shouted hopefully, " He had a wife.

They're divorced now, but her name was Rachel."

" Rachel huh? Well that narrows it down. Hey Bella!Mark him

down asJohn DoelHes just another bum."

John Edgerton

Boiling Springs High School

Kay Hames
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Rhythm

We greet, two familiar strangers not quite sure what to say,

Chattering to fill the vacuum ofTime and Distance between us.

She twinges, I twang, and the slender chord of our connection

Scratches and dulls in not quite a minor third.

We pause and look and take a breath

Then reach back to Before where the harmonies still echo.

I say something, she replies and our souls slam together

In a single understood smile.

The chasm that splits us means nothing

As our thoughts leap across like quanta on a sugar high.

A quirk of an eyebrow, a hint of a smile, then an eruption of giggles

Our parents accept like a dog's wagging tail.

They don't bother to ask because they know we won't tell.

We understood all that matters.

We are in rhythm, two drummers palpitating

A Celtic pattern into the open sky.

Ellen Gray

Spartanburg High School

Bill Pell
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The Raven

Trae Brewton

Chesnne High School

Janis Browning
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Little Miss Strange

1.

Hunched unobtusively, chin resting on my loiees,

I drew in the dust around the toes of my duct-taped shoes.

Betsy came forward shyly from among her pastel coterie,

long dark hair tied up lovingly in blue ribbons

and I hid my shame in my palms.

In the cookie she offered,

warm and full against my thin fingers,

I smelled her mother's hands, and wanted them

in my hair, wanted ribbons wound into

the mousy tangle, wanted her slender arms

enclosing me, wanted her to play the dusty piano

under which Father slept, burrowed into the

tangle of silk, cashmere, linen, smudged

with the scent of my mother's pale moon skin.

2.

Edaward Gorey skulked across my walls, and

the bed went umade for weeks, stuffed under

a seeping eave, with clothes in a chair by the door.

Other children did not see the cardboard box in the closet,

lined with mother's bottle-green merino sweater,

a draped silk wine blouse, black cotton oxford,

a refugee will find no comfort.

After the initial visit, Eli, slight and fair,

was the only child who

came back, to watch me hang

out of the upstairs window by my ankles.

3.

Shrill Ms. Atwood, lips compressed into a white line,

instructed us to learn a song for the class.

Sweet Ashley earned a sigh with lisping " Down in the Valley."

I stared at my scuffed all-stars, threads from the worn
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brown cords trailing along my pale ankles,

and summoned images of Mother cradling her cello,

jumping in the dining room as Johnny's cackling snarl

rattled the heirloom china.

So I launched into an aggressive rendition of

" The Farmer in the Dell," punctuating the last verses

with emphatic arm gestures.

4.

Left to my own devices, 1 did well enough.

No bread, a few moldy peaches,

I didn't feel like charming Miss Warner again.

Empowered by boredom and curiosity,

I licked brown seepage from a fruit

off the linoleum in the corner of the pantry.

He stood watching, absent, perplexed, father of mine,

empty fingers plucking the frayed hem of his shirt,

listening for the sound of the door.

Heather O' Connell

Fine Arts Center

Claire Bateman
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H-2-0 in Me

I am—a girl with fuzzy hair.

Sitting in my blue-green, nonairconditioned Aquarium.

Dreaming, Silently Pondering.

My mind is swimming-Chockful of things I need to do,

I want to do, I don't know how to what ifs..,

I am an ocean, swelling with an idea and then

Bashing it to pieces the next moment.
But you can't see the fantastic waterfall,

You can't see anything because I, with my eyes-

Murky pools of water closed,

Am an underwater cave.

Not much to look at on the surface but

Deep and complex on the in.

Brittany Droddy

Daniel High School

Nancy Swanson

Self Portrait

/ C. Maxey

Wade Hampton High School

Patricia Cook-Crendel
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The Restaurant

I don't know.

I just can't make up my mind.

There are so many things to choose from.

So many things I haven't tried.

When the waiter came to take our order, I asked him what he would

recommend.

"Escargot" the waiter repUed.

"What is that?" I asked. "Whatever it is, it's something I haven't tried."

The waiter said, "I will bring you some and boy, will you be surprised."

When he brought out hte tray and took off the lid, I said, "I wish I'd

ordered the squid."

The waiter said, "just try it and see, you'll like it, you'll like it just like me."

So I took my fork and speared one of the snails.

Then I brought the fork to my mouth and tasted its tail.

To my surprise, the snail was quite good.

I liked the snails, 'in fact, I liked them quite well.

I ate and I ate lots of snails, which wasn't very hard since the waiter brought

them in pails.

I ate until I couldn't tell which was head, and which was the tail.

Since that day long ago, when I go to a restaurant and the waiter wants to

know what I'd like to have, I say, "escargot."

David Poteat

Broome High School

June Bowman
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Exile

They resided in plastic crates,

Friends who would not betray,

Hurt, or mock.

Speaking only the words I gave them.

Wars, emergencies

All at one-eigth the size.

Always, I yearned for more

Until even one was too many,

And then I had only myself.

Hamp Market

Greenville High School

BernardZaidman

Glossy Prison

I grew up in a bottle

Enameled walls are all I knew

Beautiful scenes surrounded me, delighted me
But they lost their brightness, lack the gleam

And I long to see the real world's brightness, ached for something new

As I grew it was no longer spacious, cramped, I was too large

And now rocks with every breath I make

If I lean too far right, will my bottle fall?

Will the glass break, and leave me among the shards?

Or will I land on pillows on my side?

Will I he allowed to grow up and build bottles ofmy own?

Or will I be trapped in a glossy prison for life?

Pamela Monahan

WoodruffHigh School

Frances Mason
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The Pain

Hating for night-time to come;

not wanting to enter my room;

knowing that he is going to be

right there wiating for me;

wondering if I've done something wrong,

thinking I might get in trouble;

feehng him break my insides open

night after night;

wanting to scream out for help

as the force pushes into me
faster and faster, harder, rougher,

almost crushing my insides into nothing;

making up excuses to sleep with my
grandmother; hearing her say,

"Baby, you're getting too old to be

sleeping with grandma,"; crying not

beacause I can't sleep with her, but because

I don't want to go through any more hurt;

saying to myself that someday

this will stop;

saying to myself,

"Just pray."

Lawanda Kilgore

Fine Arts Center

Claire Bateman
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Red Hair and Green Poinsettias

Mark Richardson

Spartanburg High School

John Dennis
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Courtney

I love how your red lipstick

Makes you seem bold and confident

Some may think it makes you look cheap

But think it's totally glam

Red lipstick is also good to hide behind

It hides the hurt of a messed up childhood

Absent parents and cruel peers

It hides the pain of being called ugly

The sadness of the death of your husband

Is also hidden by the brazen red

And your child being taken away

Causes even more sadness

So you go and buy more Nars lipstick

Maggie Poplin

Riverside High School

Mrs. McKeithan
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Sheika

She comes late, strutting long legs,

a dance of mystery and maturity in her moves,

squeezed into clothes like a Hershey kiss;

she's milk chocolate smooth.

"Guhl, you do'an know wha' chu lookin' at."

She stretches her arm to the teacher,

flicks him two passes,

one with her hand and one with her eyes,

elegant silver and purple glitter from both.

"Oh, yes," I think, "a Caribbean queen stuck in Greenville."

Sarah Walters

Greenville High School

Mrs. Lewis

Dear Daddy

You gave me angel wings

so I might dance with the sunset in July

tip-toe across the morning dew

sing with the songs of the ocean

leap from cloud to cloud

You graced your love about me

to lead me in my waltz

guide me in my race

put a sparkle in my eye

brand a smile across my heart.

You gave me angel wings

and then you let me fly.

Jessica Ashmore

Greer High School

Sheryl Vaughn
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Mirror Image

Standing in a mirror-pool of light,

I glance a form in front of me.

She stands my height

And bears my weight,

Ans she moves in a way

Not unlike my own.

She smiles shyly back at me.

And our hands in greeting

Just miss touch.

And that was when I realized she is me.

It all made perfect nonsense.

Our eyes were crossed by separate ways,

The words we spoke reflected back,

And that dime-sized constellation on her cheek-

It is the same star as my own.

And that was when I realized she is me.

It all made perfect nonsense.

She follows me like a shadow.

Yet when I turn to confront her,

The look of rueful merriment she wears is mine.

She dances the same dance as me.

And that was when I realized she was me.

It all made perfect nonsense.

We share a smile like a secret,

And our thoughts are thick as thieves.

The crookedness of her two front teeth

Is the imperfection of my own.

Standing in a mirror-pool of light,

I study the form in front of me.

She stands my height

And bears my weight.
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And she moves in a way

Not unlike my own.

She smiles shyly back at me,

And our hands in greeting

Just miss touch.

Kayla Stachniak

J.L. Mann High School

John Strawhorn

No Understanding

I am not understood.

I'm not even heard.

Why is this I wonder? Because I am young? Because I am
not well educated? Because I have a different

opinion?

No!

I am not understood because I am not a controller. I am not a

principal or teacher. I am not a president or cabinet

member. I am not an official.

I have no power, thoughts, or emotions.

I am expendable, worthless, insignificant.

I am not an official, therefore I am not above the system.

I am not an adult, therefore, I am not in the system.

I am opinionated, therefore, I am below the system.

I am not understood.

Josh Cox

WoodruffHigh School

Paul Thomas
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Majority

How do you define them?

They are just there—

Always have been, Always will be~

They rule the halls 24/7

We, on the outside, try to deny it,

But we all know it is inevitable—

For they rule our lives

With put downs and snide looks.

We all have our time with them—

Sometimes they take us into their fold:

Like a toy on the shelf,

We are taken down, played with, and put back.

We have no say in our time.

For they choose when and where—

They know we won't deny them their fun

Even at our hearts expense.

Some of us reach for "our" time—

We burn for it like a candle.

Some of us need it.

For the sake of feeling needed and wanted.

When that time comes.

We relish in the feeling.

For we have reached our spotlight-

But it is always short-lived.

Yes, even I have given in.

Into the majority.

Try as I may, I can't stay away.

For that desire is always there.
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Twisting and writhing, that desire is tough to resist, 't be made to leave,

For it always finds ways back home

Even if it is denied entrance at the door.

The majority can be good,

But it has a very sketchy side

I cave in, and I become another broken toy,

Put back on the shelf for another day.

Rodgers Brandt

Spartanburg Day School

Barbara Cobb

Red Pepper

Curve ofwaxy skin

sultry red

reminiscent of sun seared bikini lines

and flamboyant flowing skirts

Lacquered coating

down which

beaded iridescent pearls drip

Quartered by gentle furrows

Crowned alas

with a tuft of emerald feathers

worthy of a bona fide queen of the Nile.

Megan Hill

Spartanburg High School

Bill Pell
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Too Hot!

\k

Trey Moore

Spartanburg Day School

Nancy Corbin
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The Scale is Speaking to Her Again

The scale is speaking to her again.

The demons of that plastic white square

Are inviting her to the party.

They whisper how proud they are of her~

Twenty pounds underweight.

But she can do better, they tell her.

She knows what she has to do.

She bows to the White Goddess of her bathroom,

And pays her respects.

The Goddess thanks her, dismisses her with

a clean stomach.

And promises her a lithe body.

Emily Oye

Spartanburg Day School

Barbara Cobb

The Plays of Childhood

As children we lived with

crowns and spangles,

a fox prince waiting around the corner

to steal us away,

and gloriusly made gowns-

shades of pink, purple, and blue, sequins inlaid,

we knew that when the time was right

our world would burst open,

spreading the seeds

of our shimmering innocence

over our parents drab lives.

Amber Bryant

Fine Arts Center

Claire Bateman
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Letter to Self

Breathe in

Breathe out

Don't freak out

It doen't matter that much

Someday you'll look back and laugh

But now you feel like crying

Well squeeze out the tears, shrug it off

And move on

You are human

You make mistakes

No one expects you to be perfect

Except for yourself

Ignore the voice

Because perfection is way overrated

Relax

Breathe in

Breathe out

Like the tide comes in

Like the tide goes out

Tell yourself, listen to everyone else

It will be alright

You'll survive

You'll be okay

And one mistake, this one screw up

Won't block the dream

Won't end your life

Always remember

Breathe in

Breathe out

Marjorie Riddle

Travelers Rest High School

Joann Clanton
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Untitled

In her daily rwo-hour ritual

she pays homage to the gods of tennis shoes, spandex, and athletic socks.

Thump, thump, thump her feet sound on the sacred ground of the

treadmill.

She satiates her thirst from the bottle before her: zero calories, zero fat,

certain to enlighten one to a metabolic nirvana.

Eyes fixed vigilantly on her Bible, the Fitness magazine that promises to

shed ten pounds

in a week and shave 5 inches off the waist.

Study night and day to become a theologian in her field—she counts

calories in her dreams and reads food labels at breakfast.

The pilgrimage before her—climbing the sanctified heights of the

Stairmaster and pedaling faster and harder towards the heaven just beyond

the frxed wheel.

Sweat spills down her face and into her eyes, baptizing her—erasing the

perdition of fat that tempts her mind.

How strong she is in her faith, how ardently she strives to please her gods.

At night she smiles as her emaciated form

presses into the hard cold mattress and her exhausted body writhes with

aching muscles.

She has made the ultimate scarifice to her religion—now she is complete.

Megan Hill

Spartanburg High School

Bill Pell
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Science of the Future

Wesley Senn

WoodruffHigh School

Diana Olencki
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The Rain of Misery

I'm here

Watching the rain fall against my window,

Tears of misery fill my eyes like a deep flood.

Wondering why these feelings are haunting me so.

Knowing nothing else but to bear my sorrow,

Thinking and thinking about worries of tomorrow,

I know I'll have to deal with his severeness alone,

Why, oh why did God have me make this decision on my
own?

Innocence lost, pain endured, can this problem I'm

faced with

ever be cured?

Who can I run to? Who will I run to? Will anyone

listen????????

My questions are answered only by the whispers that

follow

the wind as it blows.

And still I'm here

Watching the rain fall against the window.

Chianti Lomax

J.L. Mann High School

Sara Lochridg:e
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Crystal
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Suzanne Fiorentino

Spartanburg High School

John Dennis
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Success

They toss us in the water low

From lack of rain and

All the people in the depths are shallow

Who make up their own rules about growing

And living

And transforming into

People that are successful with plans.

I can't keep pretending it's a place for knowing

And finding who I am and what I'll become and so

I'd rather exist on the sands ofJamaica

A tourist turned local

With a beer in my hand and float

Around on the ocean and glow because

I'm "lazy and lacking goals." Man,

I'd like to rub it in their faces though.

While I am failing and flunking and rotating

On earth with no destination or direction, bland people

Function in structured masses with loads

So heavy, they reach for satisfaction by making lots,

And lots of money.

Jo Holly Funchess

Daniel High School

Nancy Swanson
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Sending It Right Back

Sending it right back

to the man I got it from,

this fate,

this mapped out,

choreographed

hfe.

Enough of your plans,

I want the controls.

Gimme a taste of the steering wheel grease

for a change.

Let me wander in my desert for 40 minutes

alone - without your book On How Life Is.

If life's such a trip, let me take it.

Let me barely scrape by with the gas money you gave me
and the half eaten sandwiches mama packed.

I'll just raise my arms

and let the wind blow me where it will.

Joseph Henderson

Landrum High School

Michelle Dover
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A Penny For Your Thoughts

I had a thought yesterday

But I didn't think it was worth sharing.

I tried, but you laughed at me.

I thought, "What's the use?

No one wants to Usten to me anyway."

I am afraid to speak up

Because I know that I am
Not one of the popular people.

The thought of speaking in front of them

Terrifies me.

Too many times I have tried

To only be laughed at:

"Shut up, girl.

No one cares."

I've had enough.

Something has to change.

If I can listen, so can you.

My wish is that you will learn this

Before you regret all the times

You didn't listen.

Open your ears.

Someone, maybe even me,

Will someday share a story, a thought

That will impact your life

To an extent not imaginable.

I know

I've been there.

I listened and learned about me:

My ability to make people laugh,
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My longing to be close to family,

My love life.

My dream is that you discover the same.

Anna Webb

Greenville Senior High School

Bernard Zaidman

What's It All About

Is it for money, cash, debit, credit

Is it thinking your life is nothing more than a gamble, so you bet it

Is it about hearing, not listening to me, because I said it

Is it about knowing what you once had, because now you regret it

Is it seeing what you have, but being blinded by what you want

Is it thinking life will forgive and forget, well it won't

Is it about wishing and dreaming, instead of acting and doing

Is it about love, security, girls, and how all this is luring

Is it about asking questions, and not expecting any answers

Is it about puzzles like, what the meaning of romance is

Is it insane to think about all the things that are wrong

Is it about all the things in life that you truly long

Is it about people not seeing the true you, and you being annoyed

Is it about hearing a voice, not just a vocal sound

Then life is quite simple, since you know what it's about

Alex Endert

Spartanburg Day School

Malvern Brown
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Myles Griffin

<!£^a^Hi

Myles Griffin

Spartanburg Day School

Nancy Corbin
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Advice From a Teenager

Shades make the man

Even when golf is a priority

Without shades

You're just another golfer.

What one can't say with words

One says with a Les Paul

And cranked up amp
And emotions only require pedals.

Music gives a certain sense of style

A freeway for your feelings

'Fuel' for your proverbial fire

And only after Exhausting pleasure

Do you leave.

Walk tall and carry

Your grandfather's swagger stick

And remember that with power

Comes responsibility but not

The strength you really need.

John Ray

Daniel High School

Nancy Swanson
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Untitled

My life ain't been a bowl of cherries.

And not visited by magical fairies.

My life's had stop and go signs

Just like everybody else.

But I know I have to hop on

The next opportunity train.

Life's got soft and hard spots,

So hard there's no sleep at night.

My life ain't been a bowl of cherries.

And not visited by magical fairies.

But I keep moving on.

Saneata Rhinehart

Broome High School

Polly Hembree
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Bethany

Kara Strausse

WoodruffHigh School

Diana Olencki
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I Only Have Small Dreams.

I want to reach up and grab in my hands

The sun's and moon's beams.

I want to soar up high

And stand atop mountains and scream.

I only have small dreams...

I want to, after a breathtaking play,

Win the trophy with my team.

I want to see other cultures

By traveling to the world's extremes.

I only have small dreams...

I want to make my parents proud

and stand back to watch them gleam.

I want to observe flowers bloom

And leaves float down calm streams.

I only have small dreams...

I want to succeed but never once lose sight

Of what's important in life's grand scheme.

I only have small dreams...

Ambika Bumb
Soiuhside High School

Phyllis Grubbs-Duncan
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The Hard Way

Go on,

close your eyes,

darken the room,

darken your life—

Perhaps

all your searching would be

more productive if you

had not insisted on

Blinding Yourself

squinting, stumbling,

it must be here somewhere,

where is it? opening your eyes

Will Make

this daunting task a bit

easier, fine, take

the hard way, but

You See

the light you seek is not

readily apparent if you only

look in the shadows.

Beth Murff
Boiling Springs High School

Kay Hames
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Just Let Them Out

The sadness is written all over your face

so don't try and hide it

just let it out

the look in your eyes tells me you're confused and worried

confused because you don't know who to share your feelings with

and you can't find the words to explain what's deep inside

just let them out

worried about little pieces of nothing

that you wish to turn into something

just let them out

don't hide them deep inside anymore

cause that smile is no longer covering them up

I see right through your smile

just let them out

don't be shy

your eyes are starting to water

just let them out

then all of a sudden

your tears begin to

f

a

1

like white ice

and you just let them out

Tawanna Teamer

Spartanburg High School

Edwin C. Epps
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Politically Correct in a Wheelchair

He used to sit beside me
Forming awkward Spanish phrases,

Licking his fingers

And wiping his face

Grooming

Like a cat.

I wondered what he did to feel so dirty.

He's not gone,

Just moved.

Disagonally

Perpendicular

To the slit in his pants.

More uniform than a tear.

Never catching on barbed wire

Or falling during football.

But straight

With his mother's firm grip

On red-handled sissors,

Making room for his new leg

And its overcooked hotdog toes

Naked

And too big for their skins.

He's like the girl who overstepped her shadow

And fell off the cliff behind her

Graham cracker apartments.

Hospital Christmas.

This will be the last year that I remember her name.

I chunk them together because they're the same.

They are

What will never happen to me.

Emily Smith

WoodruffHigh School

Jane Kennedy
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Classroom Exit

Stephanie Foster

WoodruffHigh School

Diana Olencki
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The Pain

Hating for night-time to come;

not wanting to enter my room;

knowing that he is going to be

right there waiting for me;

wondering if I've done something wrong,

thinking I might get in trouble;

feehng him break my insides open

night after night;

wanting to scream out for help

as the force pushes into me
faster and faster, harder, rougher,

almost crushing my insides into nothing;

making up excuses to sleep with my
grandmother; hearing her say,

"Baby, you're getting too old to be

sleeping with grandma,"; cr}ang not

because I can't sleep with her, but because

I don't want to go through any more hurt;

saying to myself that someday

this will stop;

saying to myself,

"Just pray."

Lawanda Kilgore

Fine Arts Center

Claire Bateman
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Untitled

This is for those of you who keep a book in your bag every day

And see the world in a different sort ofway

Those who stay up late into the night

Reading under covers with a flashlight

Those who read walking down the hall

Imagining knights in shining armor and fancy balls

Those who go to the library

And don't find it scary

Those who go to the bookstore

And never want to walk out the door

Some people may call you strange

But I think it's nice for a change

Because in today's world

People like you and I are often ignored

GeordyJohnson

Spartanburg High School

Edwin Epps

Safety Net

Like a domestic bird in a cage,

She's trapped.

Trapped for the rest of her diminishing life.

She yearns to be free,

She has to spread her wings

And fly far away from here

Until she can't go any farther

But when she goes that far

Out in the open, all alone

She turns around and comes back

To the safety of her cage.

Jennifer Dover

Boiling Springs High School

Andy Cannon
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Attached

A spider crawled inside me last night, burrowing under the skin of

my forearm, carefully stitching back the yellow-tinted flesh so that it

seemed untouched. I didn't know it until this morning when I examined

my arm because of a consistent itch. My birthmark was way out of place,

crooked or somehow rearranged. I know this because every day I cover it

with two different kinds of concealer, my shame blotted with a caking of

layered mud. When I poked at it, the birthmark slid open like a glass door.

Inside, I saw this tiny orange spider hiding there, as if my arm was a good

tree limb, moist and suitable for hatching eggs and weaving webs. Istead of

smashing it, leaving entrails to be absorbed by my skin, I left it there,

closed the birthmark, and got out of bed.

Looking through a few National Geographies and encyclopedias, I

found some spiders that resembled mine, but never an exact match. I

assumed it was indigenous to Latin America because it looked like maybe a

cousin species to one that was featured in the magazines. It was kind of

nice, the idea of a pet sitting there all the time. One would never be lonely.

Plus, a little Latin blood wouldn't be a bad thing; everyone needs some

kind of culture, and everyone should have a pet.

This evening, I felt a twitch in my knee. It quaked down my left,

then up, rising through my abdomen and arms, pulling each hair on my
body in then out again like shag carpet being vacuumed, then smoothed by

a hand. In a short time, I was up on a brick step in front of my fireplace

dancing the salsa. I'd never been a dancer, and if I had been, I would have

taken ballet or swing. It was as if I was lunged into one of those churches

where the people dance by a supernatural force. I looked at myself in the

panels that covered the firewood and saw my feet moving in rapid pace to

an unknown pattern. In the history ofmy clumsiness, I had never moved

like that, sweaty, and panting, never stopping, I loved the way this spider

was using me as a huge machine—as a marionette, how it pulled my legs

and arms up from the floor, all rapture and dirty feet.

Kelly Wright

Fine Arts Center

Claire Bateman
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Untitled

Now listen here, there are a few things

I'd hke to discuss with you,

a few things I think you ought to know.

I feel a real need to get these issues off my chest,

so you just sit down right there and let me vent for once.

First of all, why is it that I have to feel like crap once a month?

And you just sit there and use it as an excuse for my "bad" behavior?

Um, excuse me - No!

If I act mad at you and act like a bitch

it's not because of the time of the month it is,

but because you've done something to piss me off

It's that simple!

Don't piss me off and I won't act like a bitch!

And another thing - Why do I spend hours

every morning "fixing" myself up

just to make myself attractive to you?

Wrapping my hair up in curlers so tight till it hurts and

plucking my eyebrows till my eyes water and I sneeze -

you have no idea, do you? no idea about

how much work goes into this?

I could go on forever about how unfair it is

being a woman, but you would never understand.

But I will say this - and listen closely because

I should only have to tell you this once -

However hard and repressive it is being a woman,

there is not a day gone by in my entire life

, x, L J T Erin Carroll
when 1 ve wished 1 were a man.

Daniel High School
lust remember that. ,, ^' Nancy bwanson
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Nah, I'm Not Mad

No, I don't really want you to die.

Your neck shouldn't be strangled with a rope,

body left hanging as cars roll by

the hwy 1 1 bridge. I'm not mad.

I would hate for you to be thrown from school,

1350 down the drain, all that potential

sitting on a couch, all for broken rules

you once believed in. I'm not mad

She shouldn't hear about us because "we" never existed,

remember? You'll be different for her—real feelings,

no lies. Y'all will play football, lie in the grass;

she'll scratch your head, cut your hair. I'm not mad.

Kate Robinette

Daniel High School

Nancy Swanson

Rhinestone Romance

You looked like the real thing

But you didn't cut glass

Made me a promise

But it didn't last

You popped off the blue-jean jacket

Of my life

I lose you.

And you don't want to be found

Annah Browning

Chesnee High School

Deborah Settle
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Rubber Band Love

His fingers caress my stretching skin,

and I wish I could nudge myself further into his hands

for the soft seductive nibble-touches

he graces my body with.

Then the pain begins again

as he recklessly pulls at me,

twisting me into this knot of boredom,

disfiguring me into a mere wary smile,

strumming me to a tune in his head I wish I could hear.

It hurts a little, being pulled so far from

my original circumference.

And when to entertain his imagination I am

slingshot away from him~

aimed at the nearest victim, pinching their attention to him,

I fall to the floor, my amusement

for him lost.

Then, at the moment my rubber soul lies limply, abandoned,

she walks into the room,

fishes me from my stretched dump,

and casually wraps me around her wrist.

But I long for his touches,

for the push and pull of his fingertips,

his hairy wrist guarding me.

Soon I will snap in her hand,

leaving a momentary yellow stipe of pain on her soft, pale flesh.

Jessica Garrison

Fine Art Center

Claire Bateman
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Untitled

Helen Bell

Spartanburg Day School

Nancy Corbin
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After A While

After a while you learn the subtle difference between

Holding a hand and chaining a soul,

And you learn that love doesn't mean leaning and

Company doesn't mean security,

And you begin to learn that kisses aren't contracts

And presents aren't promises.

And you begin to accept your defeats with your head

Up and your eyes open, with the grace of an adult.

Not the grief of a child.

And you learn to build all your roads on today because

Tomorrow's ground is too uncertain for plans.

After a while, you learn that even sunshine burns if you

Get too much.

So plant your garden and decorate your own soul,

Instead of waiting on someone to bring you flowers.

And you learn you really can endure...

That you are strong.

Inside and out.

Heather George

Blacksburg High School

Pamela M. Hughes
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From The Outside In

"I want it short so it will spike,

and be easy to do.

I got rid or him last week-
Let's get rid of this too."

As she smiles with satisfaction

And sat back in the chair,

She watched the flashing silver

Cut off her long brown hair.

With each strand she lost a year;

With each piece some pain.

"My life with him is gone now-
It wont ever be the same.

There's an extra bounce in her step-

A somewhat brighter smile.

No one's ever seen her this free-

Not in a long while.

He always held her a little too tight-

Never looked too close too long.

Never wanted to see her beauty
And never believing she was strong.

"Why did you cut your long brown hair?"

"It's because of him," they say.

"He always liked it straight and loose-

She's been waiting for this day."

"You are moving your attention

From your face to your mind.
Maybe that's where he should have looked-

Amazing in there, he'd find."

"You always say the right thing-

This isn't about my pride.

I'm finding the better part of me
Is hiding out inside."

Dana Desautels

Hillcrest High School

Elizabeth Fleming
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Transcendence

Those drinking thier souls around me

Can't see through the smoke

Captured and exposed by the Hght from their faces.

This is unravehng,

And as it wraps its purple fog around intentions

It sings the dissonant chords of chaos

Calling the brackets to surround infinity.

It watches as reality eats all my desires

Fertilizing the glass that impedes me.

Winding its way through my sighs

It reaches to the purple clarity of incongruity.

I don't question it even as it withholds the music I so desperately need.

I only react as it pulls its lies through my eyelashes

Backlashes I strike and unbent I unwind to walk in its ear.

So this is freedom

Discovering that I too can bleed in reverse.

Wishing only to touch the air

I find I can't fly anymore

Strapped to the earth by my wings.

You brought this perversion

And I in turn consecrated myself to your wanting.

You stared unflinching while I

Destitute

Fought the fusion.

Lauren Adams

Daniel High School

Nancy Swanson
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Carolina Palmetto

Rachel McDowell

Chesnee High School

Janis Browning
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Don't Cry Uncle

You're fake,

like my uncle's hair

which melts in the summer

and swirls in the pool,

slithering around legs

of cousins who believe

sharks live on the bottom.

They jump with surprise

when the black strands

tickle their toes,

making them holler with agony,

imagining an anaconda

sipping on them like dry martinis.

My uncle laughs

at the sensitive girls

while his cigarette teeth

gather spit in the corner.

He hands me a beer—

"Here, take a sip,

but don't get hooked;

you'll start going down the drain."

My uncle has been sliding

down a tunnel all his life,

but every now and then

he'll get hold of a woman's toes

and bring her down with him,

tangling her in his hair.

Melissa Fowler

Fine Arts Center

Claire Bateman
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Remember

Echoes in the tears speak to me of the ebony tide.

"I REMEMBER"
They seem to say; a summer night some time ago when in the sand you sat,

to the sound of an old guitar as it wept upon a lonely song.

The notes beading like tears on the strings until they fell cascading down

from the balcony above, and drizzled into your ears the soft sound of loss.

I listen closer.

"I REMEMBER"
They sigh, how full the moon was, mysterious and beautiful,

Overseer of all night's mischief.

Forever cloaked in evening's transparent blackness.

Its loneliness an even trade for his place of majesty.

He seemed to be listening to this guitar.

Hearing its pained voice, and silently understanding, able to offer its

shadows as comfort. Casting them upon the beach as solitary companions,

to dance like sprites, haunting my eyes with this ritual,

moving to a music they know

as truth.

Still closer I listen to this deception of a past forgotten.

"Don't you remember?"

This time a whisper, "You thought you knew who love was, and we spoke

to you, and shone a light where shadows once reined,

And showed you truths masked by your ignorance, naive and blissful."

"You were warned, we showed you, and

You were warned."

A cry barely audible above my pounding heart;

"REMEMBER"
And I do. A night not quite forgotten and echoes in the tide spoke to me
then of tears, as I sat lonely on a balcony and played my guitar for the sea.

I should have been listening.

Justin Broome

Blacksburg High School

Pamela M. Hughes
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Across the River Styx

The giant, fiery meteors of the dark night

Soar through the warm air.

As Romeo comes towards her,

The silver stars twinkle in the sky.

Romeo reaches out, and with

His large hands, hot like the sun.

He touches her cool, pale skin of velvet

And tells her not to worry.

Romeo then walks slowly away.

Across the trickling River Styx,

As Death watches over her

And cares for his young paramour.

Sarah Jolly

Broome High School

Polly Hembree
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Embellished Contour

Tan Khu
Wade Hampton High School

Patricia Cook-Crandall
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When My Love Goes

If you die in the sea

I am, the fish that will swim toward you

If you die in the mountain

I am the leaf that the wind blows toward you

Ifyou die up in the sky

I am the bird that flies toward you

Ifyou die in the garden of flowers

I am the butterfly that will land on you

If you die during the night

I am the shooting star falling toward you

If you die in the church

I am the angel coming down to you

If I die

What will you become?

Yumi Takehara

Spartanburg Day School

Malvern Brown
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Heartbeat

His voice

SKIP

The tenderness of it

SKIP

His smile

SKIP

The beauty of it

SKIP

His words

SKIP

The caring of it

SKIP

His touch

SKIP

The gentleness of it

SKIP

My secret crush

SKIP

The pain of it.

Roeun Bang

Boiling Springs High School

Kay Hames
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Fever in a Bookstore

Propped against an 'employees only' door

With lunatic smears of gray cigarette ash

And a familiar book that's called Black and White,

But it's really gray too.

Cold fingers flipping glossy pages

Of beautiful black men with dreadlocks

And bare backs

Their arms raised,

Knotting muscles on either side of the deep "S"

That cuts a groove in their flesh.

Does the air smell the same to them?

Like scotch tape.

Like Christmas.

Page 23 's pants are undone

And this man who shaves between the eyebrows,

I think his mother must be dead.

He sings to rosy-cheeked boys who talk with their hands

Piano hands

And when they kiss,

The woman with the vegetable soul turns the color of new brick

Behind her carefully arched hair.

Emily Smith

WoodruffHigh School

June Kennedy
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Wasted

In the absence of love

We find drinks and pills, sad

Attempts to cure life's

Many ills. Less is more!

Life is too brief

Why not be wasted.

Time's often wasted,

People as well. Without love.

We are full of hate. Our conflicts, while brief.

Leave us wounded and sad;

Fueled by a society gone mad. More

Losses than wins; life's

Not supposed to feel this bad! Life's

To be enjoyed, not mindlessly wasted.

Like fine wine sipped, not chugged. More

Gain less pain; that's love.

Abolish hate; leave the sad

For lives to brief

Death's subsequent grief; this belief

Should not apply to life's

Victory. Never weak, nor sad,

But emotion not be wasted

On students of hate, but love

Those who seek much more,

Let their voices ring, to prove more

Of anything than brief

Champion relief Our love

Must grow if life's

To surge, not slow, turn bad. ...nor be wasted

With obsessions of sad.

So, what can we do to manage this feeling of sad?
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To conquer the wine and assure more
Flavor is tasted and forget the wasted?

Eliminate grief or hold it brief

Reject society's embrace of life's

Dark side and find love.

Make your sad moments brief

Embrace more

Of life's

Beauty. To be hatefiil is to be wasted.

Find love.

Anthony Zepeda

WoodruffHigh School

Jane Kennedy

Little Thoughts (Emotions)

cold feet step across the room
What will ever warm them

hesitant steps; stumbling all the while

beat faster, harder at the door run away poor child, run away.

Cold hands cover faces stricken with tears.

form a puddle.

Drown the whole world they say.

"Wretched, burn or better yet freeze."

Broken pieces of a porcelain cup crack fingertips.

"hush now, there's no pain"

CarefiiUy lay your heads down.

Only one, in a bed fiiU of dreams.

Jennifer Murphey

Landrum High School

Michelle Dover
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End Transmission

your thoughts are

on the air tonight—

your blue dreams,

your black dreams,

the lavender and red ones:

each of your gangly mental ghosts

floats to my unlit windowsill,

soaked in Moonglow.

They dip their shredded paws

in a multicolored palette,

rendering hues of Earth and Sky and Fire; the spirits

paint a mural on the moon.

With jagged, smoky fingers,

they sketch a scene

beneath Southwestern skies:

an Indian Weaver Woman
wraps her wrists around her loom,

soldering blood and skin and

muscle into the folds

of the cranial lobes.

The silent midnight broadcast

seeps from the corners of

her mouth, constructing the

hquid motion of her work.

The slender spindles slide, unraveling coils of rain-dyed thread,

as the Weaver strokes the

skeletal strands of Dreams.

All at once, the ghosts

melt and filter through the air,

dripping down storm drains

on the street far below;

they grid themselves

in her prismatic tapestry,

billowing up in rippling rainbow,

pushing back the Sky.
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The last terra-cotta apparition

raps on my windowpane,

palstering a steam-rolled face

against the glass—

the Indian Weaver Woman
snakes her legs

about the wooden loom,

tasting the skein of cautious love

you could never weave alone.

Dave Brothers

Fine Arts Center

Claire Bateman

Ode to Distraction

I try to concentrate

On whatever I'm doing,

But you're so intent

On hindering my efforts.

You are the source of the mysterious figures

Sketched in the margins of my notes,

Circles, squares, little pyramids,

All arranged into hypnotically powerful

Images and symbols ~

Hieroglyphics that can somehow keep me occupied

On even the dullest of days.

You are the source of

Some of the best first lines

Never written.

Erin Smith

Fine Arts Center

Claire Bateman
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Sonnet 5

O dearest sir, why must you doubt me so?

For I bewitch you not in word or deed.

The Moon shan't offer you the help you need.

And so, dear sir, it's back inside we'll go

So I can show you all you need to know.

Don't cry out to the Moon, or beg, or plead.

For she'll just keep on path and pay no heed:

She does not care about your earthly woe.

I'm glad to see you've come inside at last

Now that the Moon in her bright lane has passed.

Do I come second to the silent moon.

Who always leaves her path too quick, too soon

For you to get the answers that suffice

That only leaves us wanting paradise?

Sara Schneider

Wade Hampton High School

Mrs. Poster

My Insanity

I enjoy long walks,

in the rain.

Eating waffles,

for dinner.

And wearing tennis shoes,

to the prom.

He says

insanity becomes me
and I wear it well,

but I call him the crazy one.

Because

he made me love him.

Elizabeth Ragley

Riverside High School

Mrs. McKeithan
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Composition with Ballet Shoes

- ^-"Sf w ^^

Chellis Stoddard

Spartanburg High School

John Dennis
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Perfection

Brush by brush

And stroke by stroke-

Consumed

Absorbed by fervent hope

That it turns out just ahke

The image

FiUng up the mind.

They say it's good-

A kind lie.

This is nothing near

What it should be Uke.

One more brush,

Or smudge,

Or stroke

And it will be very

Very close

But in disgust

It's cast away

Possibly to finish

Some other day.

They applauded and gasp

"It's finally done!"

Do they understand

That fi-ustration just won?

Oh, yes, it looks so good

Now that it's complete.

But I did not finish

I merely ceased.

Daniella Brown Kirk

Broome High School

Leslie Blackerby
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Alphabet: Creating the Muse

I fear words,

like her hands forming around my jaw,

until I feel with her touch - release.

she pulls words off me,

logic in its purest form:

Interpretation,

the rush of breathing

juxtaposed

watching myselfwant her

wanting her to be a scribble,

an illegible word -

poetry perhaps?

No, a real thing...

synthesia cultivated so that

thoughts spawn senses,

sensing eyelids sealing,

closed in completion of human rhythm and form

Simple.

Chelsea Lantz-Cashman

Fine Arts Center

Claire Bateman
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The Old Musty Art Room

Looking at a musty, old art room again,

I can see me as a little girl just

learning about art.

Oh, how it fascinated me.

I remember my first painting

it was a picture of my dad,

In a discolored sort of way.

He loved it all the same.

I remember my first experience with clay,

Even if I was covered from head to toe.

I made a bowl for my mom.

Even if she never used it.

She, also, loved it all the same.

As I think about that old, musty,

I remember the feel of the tables.

Dried and cracked with clay and paint,

those are the tables I worked on,

When I was a little girl.

I remember the soft music the teacher would play,

To open our minds and senses.

Sometimes, if I think really hard I can still smell

the wet clay and paint.

When I was a little girl in the old, musty art room,

bathed in sunlight,

I could create anything I wanted.

I could be anything I wanted.

I was part of my own creation.

Sometimes I wish I could be that little girl.

Again.

Rachel Hart

Chesnee High School

Faye Howard
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Anastasia

Did vou actually think they were going to take a family portrait in the

middle of the night?

Or did the dread of knowing something bad was going to happen

overwhelm you?

Did you scream when they pulled out the guns?

Or did everyone stand there silently as you were shot?

Did you die instantly?

Or did vou lie there while vour blood interr-vined with vour sister's as vou

bled to death?

Did you look your executioner in the eye?

Or was he afraid to look in yours?

Did you know they crushed your face so no one could identitfy you?

Did you know where they buried you while the rest of Russia didn't?

Did you ever cn,^?

Were you insulted when people pretended they were you?

Or were you just glad your legacy had lived on?

Were you relieved when they found your body?

Or disturbed to undergo those tests?

Please rest in peace, Anastasia, you have been given a proper home at last.

Beth Monahan

Woodi'ujfHigh School

Jane Kennedy

To my teacher Mr. Jawinski

Thank you for all you have taught me
you made me want to be all that I could be

and helped me to see

Although the work was an aggravation

you remained an inspiration

to reach my destination

Until you became my mentor Geordy Johnson

I was on a detour Spartanburg High School

Edwin Epps
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Dreaming Reassurance

Once at a place,

filled with passionate lovers,

At a show...

or something

I don't know.

They were listening to me.

Every word I spoke,

they sat, hanging on,

to a gossamer thread

tied to all of the things

That I have ever wanted to say.

As they burdened down my thoughts

in thick, serene interest,

I spoke again.

And in the warm, uplifting of

actual concern,

I released myself in senses

of a late evening's slumber,

into a coliseum of belittled

opinions

and forgotten ideas.

To watch what

small bit of contentment

that once was mine

slip through my fmgetips

One final time.

Henry Anderson

Dorman High School

Steve Smith
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Bird's Eye

Eric Porter

Broome High School

Louis Story
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Love
Born to die

Betrayed by one of his own

"Take the one I greet with a kiss."

God's pure and perfect son

The true sacrificial lamb

"Greetings Rabbi."

Even in this moment He still loved His betrayer

"Friend, do what you have come for."

This same love He shows us still.

"Next time God, I promise."

Each of our Judas kisses leaves another scar.

Yet His love still remains.

Michelle McClure

Landrum High School

Michelle Dover

Interrogation

God
If I lent you a shoulder to cry on

would you rip offmy rags

and silence my help?

God
If faith toyed with me
would you throw me down

and feed me white lies and red wine?

God
If my past chose my path through life

and I tripped on foreign stones

would you lead me back home?

God
If I died for you

to know what you have held from me
would I receive your holy tolerance?

Cassie Foster

Daniel High School

Nancy Swanson
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The Missionary?

His life is his work,

And he hves in my world.

I watch him

Standing

Elevating his voice,

Digging from the depths

Of his soul.

But I see through him.

"Tata Jesus is Bangala"

he screams from his

makeshift pulpit,

not realizing

the significance

of his mispronunciation.

They only come

because they have

no other hope.

I sit and watch

the man I once

respected

Nbote vel I think.

No good!

His mission is self-imposed.

I don't think

He's even met God.

AbigailJohnson

J.L. Mann High School

Lisa Williams
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A Sunday Hymn

Put on your Sunday clothes, my dear.

Part your hair just so.

Straighten your tie and tuck in your shirt,

to God's liouse we will go.

Sit in the closest pew, my dear.

Raise your voice in song.

Sing the right note and steady your beat,

and show our faith is strong.

No one is better than we, my dear.

Jesus loves just us.

When we get out and take off our masks

feel free to scream and cuss.

We can do what we want, my dear.

Our souls are safe, I know.

Preach the Word, or flip a bird,

to Heaven we will go.

Donna Armocida

Daniel High School

Nancy Swanson
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Infanticide

Some concepts

Are born into thought

Through inculcation.

The fertile pink mind clings desperately

(eager to resolve itself)

- Brains are tilled,

and every Sabbath

a scythe is dragged through my skull.

Suggestion becomes Truth

After a decade of Utopian slumber

New sensations emerge-Sensual, Spiritual,

And Otherwise - proposing new questions for the iconoclast.

He finds himself

"Am I alive?"

Yes.

Shudder.

What you call religion I call infanticide.

John Edgerton

Boiling Springs High School

Andrew Cannon
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Ode to Masochism

Is that an icepick in your skin above the thigh

or are you just happy to see me?

Is that milk oozing from your tear ducts,

or have you been snorting glue too vigorously?

Tell me w^hy you plucked your eyelashes

and stirred them in my coffee.

Tell me why you sucked me in

then spit me out, holding your lids together

with a pin and a pin and a pin and a pin.

You say: Where's my vintage cheap red wine?

I reply: On the floor, pumped from

your gut along with all the tin foil

figures of Jesus.

You say we've all got wounds to clean,

so here's your rag

and here's your gasoline.

Michael Craft

Fine Arts Center

Claire Bateman
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Sunday Morning

The clerk, —a chic surgeon

in a white, starched smock

with "Tiffany" curly cued in

pink—hosing perflime into

haggard shoppers' faces,

smelled like my mother on

Sunday morning.

She wore White Diamonds—Mom's

favorite fragrance, the one she wore

only to church. Dabbing fmger

tip puddles behind ears and knees,

little in her cleavage. Rationing

like a pauper six days of the week.

Reeking of ammonia and lemon

Pledge Monday through Friday;

of Clorox and borax on Saturday,

but squandering like the prodigal son

on the Sabbath.

It was a wispy, lingering scent

that whispered in Mom's wake,

like the tail of her fluttering

white dress on Easter morn.

Ashley Brown

Spartanburg High School

Bill Pell
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Mother

Molly Knight

Spartanburg Day School

Nancy Corbin
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Little Brother

you have always been the

difficult one.

raging

like a tide stuck in the

drain,

against the wall our

outstretched palms,

pulling back and grinning in

the splintered second before

you would have crashed against us

in salty waves.

perfection

has always trapped you.

when your sky scraping sand castles

wither into reality,

the vivid blue print of your imagination

is always drawn back in the undertow.

but i know it is difficult for you, being an

angry ocean in a bath tub sized world,

struggling against the gravity of three mothers,

trying to roll inland, while we, a finger shaking trinity -

stand on the beach

with hands on our hips, glaring at the surf

maybe when you grow up

you won't be so difficult.

Betsy Snowden

Daniel High School

Nancy Swanson
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Sisters

Sometimes

When I can't stand it anymore

I think I just might kill her.

Hold my hand over her mouth

Until she turns the color of a blueberry,

At least then I could shut her up

And I'd be happy,

For a while.

No one would really miss her.

What could be missed?

Surely not the thousand fights

Over the most minute matters

That to her are the biggest deal.

Or sharing a bathroom.

We always found something to fight about

Every morning,

Either who's brush is that

Or who was the last

To use up all of the toilet paper.

Or every time my friends came over

She was always right there with us

Like a leech

Sucking the patience out of me
Until I physically kicked her out

Of the room and locked the door.

Nope, I'm pretty sure

No one would miss her.

Mom says I'm lucky to have a sister

And that one day

We'll be best friends,

I just laugh and shake my head

Yeah

Sure Mom Sarah Goodstein

Maybe someday, Daniel High School

Nancy Swanson
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Meeting My Grandfather

They had him in blue

with mismatched socks;

no one noticed except me,

and maybe him.

When I touched his feet,

they were cold

"inside and out, like always,"

Father kept saying.

When I slipped off his socks

and turned Them inside out,

they were exactly the same

on the other side.

Melissa Fowler

Fine Arts Center

Claire Bateman
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Freak Show

Rachael Donnelly

WoodruffHigh School

Diana Olencki
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Snow Angel

Do you remember sitting on the bedroom floor

talking on the phone as I sat on the bed

behind you braiding your hair?

Or waking me up in the middle of the night

to let me taste the cookies you'd just baked?

Or the watercolor lady slippers which I still have hanging

in my room?

I remember your teaching me how to make the pancakes just right

and how to create angels in the snow.

We had so much fun, even though it was hard to be joyful

when everyone had some reason to crush your spirit.

Do you remember when you were sick and couldn't have fun anymore?

You stopped drawing and baking cookies and sat inside all day.

Remember the nurses that stayed with you and how I hated all

them but one.

She was the only one that let me visit you.

Do you remember the last time I saw you?

I remember well.

I walked into the tiny bedroom that had held you so long

and stood next to where you lay, pale as powder,

barely breathing, looking into my eyes.

You couldn't speak.

I could feel life draining from the room.

I knew you wanted to reach out for my sister and me,

to hold us one last time.

I wanted you to reach out, too.

But you couldn't, and I couldn't either.

I told you I loved you

And reluctantly turned away.

Do you remember the day they put you in the ground?

Were you praying over me as 1 prayed over you?

Did you catch my tears as they fell that day and

the many nights after?
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I walked away from your grave and into a world

in which one life doesn't seem to make much difference,

but this difference changed my entire life.

And after so many years, do you still remember me?

Do you listen when I say prayers?

Do you remember how to make pancakes just right

and create angels in the snow?

If not, I'll remind you when I get there.

Ellen Anderson

Broome High School

June Bowman

Heritage

It runs deep

Calling out from your soul

Your mind takes it in

Cuddling it

Your body is full of it

Running through your blood

Inside your bones

Watching through your tyes

Speaking to your soul

Directing your mind

Thinking what you think

Hoping what you hope

Wanting what you want

You feel it

You taste it

It calls to you

Wanting to be set free

Heritage

Trista Hargrove

Spartanburg High School

Edwin Epps
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Last Words

You, like me, were a recluse.

You hid your true emotions behind a barrier of bravado.

You were the archetype of me, minus the disregard for authority.

During your last days,

your life was torment.

You were as dependent upon me as my year-old-niece.

It was hard for me to watch you die the way you did.

But I could never turn away.

When you slept, I kept vigil over your lifeless body; not

So much out of sympathy, but I was drawn to you.

My father-too feeble to move;

Your son-too stubborn to cry.

I won't use that hackneyed scenario with the son's apologizing

For not saying "I love you."

That type of maneuver is beneath us.

What I will say is this: "I forgive you, if you forgive me."

That is not an ultimatum but simply a criterion that must be met

For us to reconcile.

Obviously, I can't elicit your response

Because you are dead and buried.

So, I will make a supposition; I think you forgave me.

If you oppose this solution,

Send me a sign.

Now that the bridges we burned, all those years ago, have

Been redressed, there is really nothing more to say

Except

Your son loves you.

Pierre Moore

Broome High School

Jane Bowman
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Untitled

Walter Bethea

Spartanburg High School

John Dennis
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Oh! You Know My Pain

So you have felt my pain? Right!

You know the agony of my suffering.

The way that man used me for his pleasure.

It was like what we had meant nothing,

And actually to him we never had anything.

You know how that feels?

To be used and tossed to the corner as if I were his old garbage.

I was just his trash to get rid of

So how are you going to tell me you know how that feels?

Well, okay how about this?

Do you know the torment of seeing the man you love run?

He put life into me and ran like a dog,

A dog chasing a newer toy.

He abandons me for his new trash.

Left me to raise a child alone with no support, with nothing.

Now tell me. How do you know how that feels?

Matthew Sutherland

Dorman High School

Mary Page Sloan
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Welcome to the Jungle

Keith Prince

WoodruffHigh School

Diana Olencki
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To a Rose

Your muteness surprises me.

You sit on a green pedestal in complete silence,

your beautiful illuminating our world.

It seems that you are Aphrodite.

I can't help but pluck

your petals, as if they are clothing

to remove from my lover.

I want to give you back your garden, Rose,

the world that has been taken away from you.

If only I could comprehend your silence,

I could find the Aphrodite in me,

and you could for once

keep your clothes on.

Jenimar Rodriguez

Fine Arts Center

Claire Bateman

Untitled

You were born within me,

like your mother, and her mother

and her mother again. Now you are dead.

Your white feet, still so pretty, reaching for my ancient face.

They placed you in a box and put you within me once again.

Your memory burned within me
like your mother's, and her mother's

and her mother's again. Their tears burned my feet.

The flames ate their way up my ancient insides,

the bed reflecting in the river below, like blood.
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Your blood, on the pavement, is now covered

with dust. They made your sister pray.

She is the only one left now and on her own.

I am dying, I know as I stand here and smoke

and carry you within me.

Yukimo Blackwell

Southside High School

Phyllis Grubbs-Duncan

The Little Man with the Bucket

I can see him

stiffly waking up to the sweet whisper of dawn.

His wrinkled brow furrowed at all of the day's tasks,

he stretches his veined arms in preparation.

I can see him

taking surprisingly quick strides to an old barn;

old age is a shadow drowned out by life.

His tools of trade lie in wait

beckoning him to use his strength as if a young man.

I can see him

clutching a mud-caked pail that has seen its own years,

years that have flown by with his works and toils.

I see him,

his rusty-choked voice calling out

as if he were passing food out at a reunion,

but only a heifer is there to receive his gift.

I can see him,

the little farmer man,

for years toiling and tilling the land.

Lee Blanton

Blacksburg High School

Dawn Bridges
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Fields

Silver beads

Clinging to my soft skin

As I bask in the cloud light

Of the sunroof split universe

Teal space ends eternal here

The blue and green

Kaleidoscope spins a crazy haze

Dizzying 965 feet to zero

The inevitable force centripetal

Drives ground down to impossible

Dreams fuzzy pitch down

To mysterious illogical

Shattered ceiling eternal

Explodes in an

Eternal shattering blaze

Pelting perplexity

Broken above

Periwinkle space

Shattering spectrum

Faded jeans paradise.

Lauren Bou^hmano

Boiling Springs High School

Andrew Cannon
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Embellished Contour

m i

Caroline Eskridge

Wade Hampton High School

Patricia Cook-Crandall
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Untitled

I bask in the golden wheat sunshine,

drinking cold lemonade on the porch swing.

The daily performance begins

as the shadows deepen.

The music of the cricket's song

creates its OA\-n Moonlight Sonata^

accompanied by the rh}T:hm

ofmy wooden swing.

As I watch and gently wait

to put the day to rest,

the caressing whisper of

a breeze ambles bv

—

carr\-ing reminders

of htde sun-fairies

dancing all a-glitter

with blushing plum wings.

Tumbling across sunbeams

like acrobats on a tightrope,

they giggle as the}' fall

only to float upwards again.

At last the play draws to a close

The music ends; the colors recede.

Luna takes the stage once more,

and I turn awav, contented.

Kristen Aldebol

J.L. Mann Academy

Lisa Williams
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For a Firefly

I toss your leftovers-

head and thorax—

to the grass with those

of the other corpses.

The pleasure

is in holding the fleshy bulb

between two fingers,

displaying it on one,

or cupping it in both hands before

I crush your light

to smear on my cheekbones

for war paint.

Kelly Wright

Fine Arts Center

Claire Bateman

Beach Music

Sand between my toes,

Heat beats down, my back burns.

Grasping her hand, we feel coolness.

The air blows hard, waves crash

Against our legs.

One with the sea, the blood of

Our ancestors, the tears of our forefathers.

Listen hard, you'll hear their whispers.

Holding her hand, I kiss her cheek,

Brush the hair from my sister's eyes.

Someday, perhaps she'll feel the vibe.

Today, however, she only craves a swim.

Bonnie Henderon

Blacksburg High School

Pamela M. Hughes
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Sunrise

Behind the mountains peaks,

Slowly rising,

Shining its grace.

Turning the sky into

An endless reflection of nature

And the lake a drape of golden silk.

The thin branches of trees

Bow and bend,

The shadowed mountain peaks

Burst into translucent beauty,

The calm lake

Waves its surface,

Greeting a newborn day.

As the light purifies

The deed of the night

Fiona Chandra

Spartanburg Day School

Barbara Cobb

Tequila Is a Metaphor for Trains

It'll be one of those days-

riding along, shot after shot,

until boredom seeps in and

chokes me of all thought and

personality.

Yes, when it's my time, I'll just die,

heading down into the unknown plight

of the bumpy subconcious.

I'll sit there until everything

comes to a complete stop.

No more tracks, no more tequila.

Anna Washburn

Fine Arts Center

Claire Bateman
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House of Chaos

Cordula Simon

Spartanburg Day School

Nancy Corbin
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In a Dream...

The montonous "eeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee" drones on and

rings in the ears of the people around me.

I he tranquil as they watch behind closed doors as the men in

masks scurry around and do what they can.

I feel the cold table beneath me and the warm light above.

But how can I look into the light knowing

that eternity is near, not knowing what it

has to bring?

I might be looking at a place full of faith, love,

and God.

But what if I'm not? What is on the other side?

Insecurity? hatred? fear itself?

I don't know which to choose or if the choice

is mine to make.

I turn back to look at what I'm leaving.

I see a tear shed for love, a tear shed for life,

and a tear shed for death.

I turn around and rise into the light.

Dylan Trakas

Spartanburg High School

Edwin Epps
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After I'm Gone

What will it be like after I'm dead

I don't know

My body might have a nice place

Surrounded by velvet

In a water-proof metal case

Guaranteed for life?

What good will it do

When I'm dead?

Eventually the bugs will eat

At my head.

The nice suit you put me in

Will rot away.

All the flowers will wilt

In a few days.

You'll curse me when the bills come

That you have to pay.

What about the afterlife?

I don't know what Buddists believe

But Nirvana wasn't that good of a band.

I hope I make it to the clouds.

Wish I knew where

Elvis went.

Hopefully he will be waiting,

With Hank,

At the Pearly Gate.

St. Peter might let me in

If I slap him a ten.

I'll need to find a map of the

Stars first thing.

Visit all their mansions on the hills

While walking down the streets of gold.

That's the kind of place I'd like

To go. Chris Meyer

Boiling Springs High School

Andrew Cannon
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Time-Current

Sinking helplessly into the eternal flowing river,

The river that you could call Time,

And the water is red and unforgiving.

Sometimes the water exceeds its limits,

Touching then taking the weak and the voung,

7\nd even overpowering the most of strengths.

The water also struggles to flow over the rocks

That give its churning and liquid life.

And where Time threatens Time itself

Time turns into a lazy rerun Sunday of helpless sleep

Until it receives water, taken by the sun in the past

7\nd given back in a Monday rain-life returns to the

waters.

The water-the Time-takes, receives, and gives

In the eternal push and pull of life.

But most of all the Time flows, not missing a bend.

Mason Lambert

WoodrujfHigh School

Paul Thomas
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Helpless

Not feeling the bottom made me nervous; I remember

falling headfirst into the water

All sound lost but that of my heart, beating slowly,

Imagining maybe that they had noticed I was gone

or maybe

They had all received a vision

of me,

one small boy on the diving board of a large pool.

And no matter which was which, they would all come running,

someone always diving in,

saving me,

grabbing me,

putting me back on land—leaving that last depth untouched,

some other child's trophy.

My mother roughly wrapped an old, frayed towel around me
scolding

while my grandfather came out of the house on his one good le^

to bring me back inside

where I stayed, blankly looking at the TV
until their eyes, distracted, allowed me to escape unnoticed

and the water plunged over me
while I searched for the bottom.

James Campbell

Fine Arts Center

Claire Bateman
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Dinner with Death

When
nothing else

is before you

but

a golden plate

of emptiness

Death's aroma

of sweet caress

When life's

about to

happen, but

it falters

the brain slowly

peels, the

skull collapses into

a table for two-

just death and you

When the source

for your pain

becomes bliss

empty happiness

Life's secret blessing

Death's salad dressing

When there is nothing

to live on,

it's best to die

tastefully.

Forget your last meal. Go
for the buffet.
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Drink the sweet

poison

of surrender: Don't

die trying.

Andrew Kent

Hillcrest High School

Elizabeth Fleming

Ode to Distraction

I try to concentrate

On whatever I'm doing,

But you're so intent

On hindering my efforts.

You are the source of the mysterious figures

Sketched in the margins of my notes,

Circles, squares, Uttle pyramids,

All arranged into hypnotically powerful

Images and symbols ~

Hieroglyphics that can somehow keep me occupied

On even the dullest of days.

You are the source of

Some of the best first lines

Never written.

Erin Smith

Fine Arts Center

Claire Bateman
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1984

Smell of must and stale cigarette smoke
The flicker of the neon sign

Rain pounding on the roof

Pinball machine whistles and yells

With all of its bells

Bottles clink together under the fog of smoke
Pool balls roll over the green felt

The distorted guitars echo downstairs

Probably be a fight

A little later tonight

Amongst the smell of must

And stale cigarette smoke

Chris Meyer

Boiling Springs High School

Andrew Cannon
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To The Future Renter

When you come into the house, make sure you lock the door—Fred hves in

the bushes, but don't worry about him, he eats from the trash can.

If the reUgious station comes on by itself, don't be alarmed, it happens.

Don't mind the bugs; they live here now. If they made money, they'd split

the rent.

The bathroom is small, but you will get used to it. If you think the mud
will drain out of the pipes after a while, it won't; after you live here a while,

your skin will turn reddish brownish color from the water.

The closest parking is ten blocks away, but I recommend not going there

after dark.

The man that lives next door likes to peek on the windows; let him see

your face because he has a video camera, and what he films he puts on the

web—you can be famous!

Please DO NOT try to see what is in the room all the way at the top of the

house—Grandma is sleeping peacefully now.

There are about ten cats roaming around, but you don't have to feed them.

They'll come to what ever you cook and eat off your plate.

The train goes by every half hour, even during the night. Don't be too

alarmed. I wouldn't hang many breakable items on the walls. Plastic plates,

cups, bowls, etc, will become your friends.

Maureen West

Fine Arts Center

Claire Bateman
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Boiling Springs

Leah Burchfield

Spartanburg High School

John Dennis
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Untitled

I asked my mama if I could help set the table

She said no and resumed her work when she was able.

The hot chocolate sat on the bar

Pushed back very far.

I hopped up on a toy

And grabbed the mug with such joy.

The hot chocolate fell

And I began to yell.

My father ran from the shower in the nude,

It was rather crude.

My mama cried in the car

As I was rushed to the ER.

The accident left my arm in a holder

And as a result of a skin graph, my butt is forever on my shoulder.

Rebecca Spencer

WoodruffHigh School

Kim Dionne
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Haiku

The idiot's stare

can entrap you like searchlights.

But so can your own.

I would like that, ma'am.

I am Faithless, the Wonder Boy,

Also day-sleeper.

An upended hearse,

everything in its right place.

Everyone is near.

Be more productive:

Every shining time you reach

for numbers, you are.

You have slipped away

You blamed it on the black star

of a small white lie.

My discount orgies

always end in disaster.

All the women leave.

That satisfying

shiver you feel when you piss

makes me think of God

Yesterday I tried

to compose a Japanese

haiku poem but

Hard liquor is best

for setting your friend alight.

It burns fast not hot. Michael Craft

Fine Arts Center

Claire Bateman
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Untitled

Chad Duke

WoodruffHigh School

Diana Olencki
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Reflection

Laura Hunt

Spartanburg Day School

Nancy Corbin
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Ode to Doc Martens

Shall I compare thee to a summer shoe?

Thou art more lovely and more expensive.

Rough soles do shake the darling buds ofMay
And summer's lease is up so I can wear you now^.

Sometimes too hot the eye of heaven shines

And I have to wear my Birkenstocks or my feet will get hot

And every fair from fair sometimes declined

By chance, or closet's changing course untrimmed.

But thy eternal summer shall not fade

Nor lose possession of the place in my closet thou ow'st.

Nor shall trash brag thou wand'rest in his shade

When in eternal lines to time thou grow'st.

So long as feet don't grow or shoes don't flee

So long lives this, and this gives life to thee.

Jane France

J.L. Mann Academy

Lisa Williams
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